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INTRODUCTION 
When any large group of individuals band together with a common 
interest, various channels of communication emerge among the individuals 
and their leaders. In order for every element of any specialized 
society to survive, it is necessary that these channels of communication 
be dynamic and capable of delivering information to every part of this 
society. This thesis is an investigation of such channels of communi-
cation used by the amateur radio operator in the United States. 
Information pertinent to the amateur about his hobby is received 
and transmitted by him through various channels. One important channel 
used by the amateur is believed to be his two-way radio conversations 
with other amateurs in every part of the world. Another channel is the 
various printed publications available to the amateur. The American 
Radio Relay League, an official amateur representative organization, 
publishes numerous publications which cover the whole field of amateur 
activity. The A.R.R.L. does not publish the only printed matter for 
amateurs however. CQ and 73 magazines are publications devoted entirely 
to amateur radio. Other magazines which are concerned with general 
electronics, such as Popular Electronics and Electronics World, have 
within them individual sections concerned with amateur radio. Other 
channels of communication include person to person communication among 
amateurs during conversations .at home or at radio club meetings. 
1 
() 
2 
(The radio club is a group of local amateurs who meet frequently to 
discuss the state of their hobby as it exists in their community, and to 
organize various projects . A club with a good program can do much to 
enlighten the amateur through lectures and demonstrations) . 
With these possible channels of communication in mind, this thesis 
is an investigation of the extent to which they are used by the amateur 
as an information source . It is also the writer's intention to attempt 
to uncover those sources of information which have not, as yet, been 
brought to mind . Once the information sources have been identified, 
then it is the writer 's intention to investigate the effectiveness of 
these sources, seeking out those areas in which improvement is needed . 
Finally, the thesis will attempt to measure the attitudes of the amateur 
on various salient subjects which may be of use to the amateur media 
organizations; perhaps also measuring a correlation between the attitudes 
held and the information sources used. 
After a thorough search through the pertinent literature , it was 
found that very little research had been done with respect to the 
information sources of the amateur . Numerous questionnaires had been 
sent to members of the A.R .R. L. by the League in an attempt to ascertain 
what League sources of information were used by amateurs . There were a 
number of problems evident in these studies which indicate that the 
results may be somewhat inaccurate . The method of sample selection was 
3 
one fault in these surveys . The samples were selected by sending 
questionnaires only to those people who were members of the League, 
thus excluding those who may read League publications but are not 
members of the organization. In addition to this, the sample was 
selected by including questionnaires in the first thousand or so 
QST magazines off the press , thus perhaps introduc~ng a geographical 
or an alphabetical bias. 1 Finally, the questions were limited to League 
publications, hence all other amateur channels were neglected. 2 
One study, done by the Legal Counsel for the League, Paul Segal, 
took its sample at random from the general amateur population instead 
of from just League members . An examination of this study revealed 
numerous problems. The intent of the study was one major obstacle. 
It was found that the study was done with the purpose of refuting 
an earlier study by the League . The justification for the study reads 
as follows : 
1 QST is the official monthly journal of the American Radio Relay 
League . 
2 Personal interview with John Huntoon, General Manager, A.R .R. L. 
November 7, 1961 . 
For many years it has been a custom to take 
deficient and provocative polls of small segments 
of the radio amateur organization whi ch have been 
of no use because the questions have had implicities . 
There has been a need for an honest, scientific, and 
objective evaluation of the radio amateur operation. 
We believe to have accomplished this. We sent out 
approximately 1 , 400 questionnaires . The addresses 
4 
were derived from . . . the Radio Amateur Callbook 
Magazine . To obtain the sample, the first and last 
listing of each column of every page was used . The 
callbook bad listed 90,978 amateurs . Our inquiries, 
therefore, went to every 63 .8 amateurs, which for 
statistical purposes is a very high ratio . With each 
circular went a prepaid and addressed envelope address -
ed to DVD, 1738 Webster St , N.W., Washington, D. C. 
Those are the initials of the secretary in this office, 
who had absolutely no connection with the poll other 
than the mechanical function indicated. The poll was 
conducted upon the basis of completely objective 
questions . We are assured in our own minds that no 
question in the form was in any sense loaded, or indicat-
ed to any extent the answer expected . . . the document 
sent out is completely unobjectionable . 3 
Secondly, there was no mention anywhere in the report of the 
number or percentage of returns . In view of the fact that the 
questionnaire was distributed under no official auspices, such as a 
reputable research organization , the omission of the facts of return 
is somewhat suspicious . Thirdly, the study investigat ed only those 
3Paul M. Segal and Quayle B. Smith, The Amateur Poll : An 
I~artial Investigation , (Washington, Privately printed, 1953), p. l . 
5 
publications produced by the League and omitted every other amateur 
publication.4 
The studies mentioned above are the only extant ones as far as the 
writer is able to tell . It was the writer's intention to eliminate as 
many of the weak points of the earlier works as possible and pursue a 
study that would be more significant, valid, and valuable than most of 
those done in the past. In order to accomplish this task, 2,000 
questionnaires were distributed to a stratified random sample of the 
national amateur radio operator population. This questionnaire covered 
all possible communicative channels of the amateur and was not limited 
to League publications. The methodology of this survey is discussed in 
Part II of this work . 
The thesis is presented in three parts; an investigation of the 
history and development of amateur radio in the United States, a 
quantitative investigation of the channels of communication of the 
amateur, and a concluding section which, based on the two preceding 
parts, will indicate what inferences may be drawn about the amateur, 
what improvements may be made at the present time, and what the future 
holds for amateur radio . 
4 Idem . 
PART I 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMATEUR RADIO 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
The Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission 
in reference to amateur communication state that, 
... the term amateur service means a radio service 
carried on by amateur stations . . . The term amateur 
station means a station used by an amateur, that is 
a duly authorized person interested in radio technique 
solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary 
interest . The term amateur radio operator means a 
person holding a valid license issued by the Federal 
Communications Commission, who is authorized under the 
regulations to operate an amateur radio station or 
stations . . . The term amateur radio communication 
means radio communication between amateur radio stations 
solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary interest . 5 
The beginning of amateur radio can be traced back to the experi -
menters who first began investigating electricity . Michael Faraday 
established the laws of magnetic induction which led to his building of 
electric motors, generators, and transformers . He discovered alternating 
5Federal Communications Commission, Rules and Regulations, 
(Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, July l, 1959), Sections 
361, 362, 364, 365 . 
6 
7 
current and founded the electroma netic theory of light. 6 James Clark 
Maxwell, a famous mathematician, illustrated that electromagnetic waves 
could be created and that they '"ould travel through space at the same rat 
as the speed of light . Using Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic waves, 
Heinrich Hertz developed and constructed a transmitter and receiver at 
the University of Kiel in Germany. Guglielmo Marconi duplicated Hertz 's 
experiments over distances of increasing length until the first trans-
atlantic radio signal was heard December 12, 1901. The signal was 
received near St . Johns Newfoundland from England.7 In 1900, Reginald A. 
Fessenden combined both radio and telephone into a single mode of 
transmission. Lee DeForest in 1906 designed and constructed a vacuum 
tube audio amplifier which made voice transmission a great deal more 
practical. 8 
These men provided a foundation for the development of wireless 
communication . Around the turn of the Century, many scientifically-
minded and curious individuals who were fascinated by the wonders of 
6A. Fredrick Collins, The Radio Amateur 's Handbook (New York, Thomas 
Y. Crowell Co. , 1957 L p . 8-. -
7Clinton B. DeSoto, Two Hundred Meters and Down: The Story of 
1 P~ateur Radio (West Hartford, Connecticut, A.R.R . L., 19}b), p. 35-.-
8rbid ., p . 14 . 
8 
wireless communication began experimenting further in their crude 
laboratories in their garage or basement. Many of these people were 
not scientists or mathematicians, but were people with simply a genuine 
interest in the possibilities of wireless communication . These people 
are what is referred to today as the amateur radio operator or "ham. " 
The amateurs read the technical literature which was beginning to emerge 
in popular magazines, and constructed receivers and transmitters with 
which they experimented or conversed with one another. 
By 1912 numerous Government and commercial radio stations existed 
as well as thousands of amateurs . These services were not primarily 
concerned with the amount of interference they caused one another . In 
fact, interference became so commonplace that all of the wireless 
services were becoming impaired as a result . A form of regulation was 
sorely needed; therefore laws, licenses, and wavelength specifications 
for the various services appeared. The official viewpoint toward the 
amateur was to require him to restrict his operation to the higher 
frequencies, those frequencies below 200 meters which were considered 
worthless by most engineers. It was assumed that the amateur operating 
in these undeveloped areas of the spectrum would not harm any other 
service, while he would be free to experiment and develop the future 
use of these bands. As the years progressed the number of miles covered 
9 
by amateur transmission also progressed from local to occasional cross -
country contacts .9 
When the United States declared war in 1917, the Government 
immediately prohibited amateur operation and concentrated all wireless 
activity toward the war effort. After the war, the amateur experienced 
great difficulty in regaining the privilege of once again operating an 
amateur radio station. The Government, who had put all communicative 
agencies under the Navy Department during the war, wanted to maintain 
its supreme authority over all communications activity . The war had 
not ended a month before Congress was considering legislation which 
would have forbidden amateur radio to ever be resumed . However, through 
the efforts of the American Radio Relay League, a national amateur 
association, and the amateurs themselves , the Government was harassed to 
such a degree that the war ban on amateur radio was lifted on October l, 
As a result of the developments made in wireless during World War I , 
many techni cal achievements were available to the amateur following the 
9American Radio Relay League, The Radio Amateur's Handbook (West 
Hartford, Connecticut , A.R.R. L., 19bl), p . 9 . 
10DeSoto, op . cit . , pp . 55- 59 . 
10 
war. Vacuum tubes were now being used for both receiving and transmit-
ting . The amateur was experimenting with their equipment on the 200 mete 
band, the spectrum thought by many to be worthless for transmission over 
any great distance. These distances of transmission increased as the 
amateur experimented more with transmitter, receiver, and antenna design. 
In December, 1921, the A.R.R. L. sent an amateur abroad with the best 
receiving equipment available at the time. Thirty American amateur 
stations were heard in Europe as a result of these tests. In 1922 more 
tests were performed and it was recognized that as the wavelength 
ll decreased, the results were better . 
By 1924, numerous commercial companies had rushed stations into 
the 100 meter spectrum as a result of these latest developments. There 
was chaos in this region of the spectrum until the first of a series of 
national and international radio conferences partitioned off various 
bands of frequencies for the various services. In order to protect the 
amateur's interest at these conferences, A.R.R.L. representatives 
deliberated with representatives of twenty-two other nations in Paris in 
1925 where, on April 17th, the International Radio Union was formed. 
This is an organization of international amateur societies bonded 
together with the common interest of preserving and advising amateur 
llA.R.R . L. Handbook, £E· cit., p. 10 
ll 
radio on an international scale . 12 
In 1926, the regulations which had been established by the Radio Act 
of 1912 began to become obsolete . The Attorney- General made public the 
fact that the Government had, in essence, no control over radio except 
for that expressly authorized by the 1912 act . This act made no referenc 
whatsoever to either broadcasting or high frequency allocations . This 
statement on the part of the Government caused hundreds of broadcast 
stations to change their assigned frequencies at will to more des i r able 
sections of the spectrum. These stations also increased power as they 
pleased, and many new stations came on the air without regard for 
. 13 
:tnterference . 
The amateur, since 1912, had been without actual Government 
supervision and there was supposed to be a tradition among the members 
of the fraternity of self-discipline which could aid in the control of 
amateur radio . The broadcast industry did not fare as well however . 
The broadcast situation came to such a chaotic state that congressional 
12DeSoto, op . cit . , p . 106 
13Murray Edelman, The Licensing of Radio Services in the United 
States, 1927- 1947 . (Urbana, I l linois:- University of Illinois Press, 
1950 ), p . 201-.-
12 
action was imperative. Thus the Radio Act of 1927 was created 
authorizing an agency called the Federal Radio Commission which classi-
fied stations, nature of services, assigned frequencies, and allotted 
power and other such requirements as were necessary to control the vastly 
growing number of stations. 14 
The international treaty and regulations adopted in London in 1912 
was also becoming obsolete and ineffective . Therefore, the International 
Radiotelegraph Conference, consisting of 351 delegates from 74 nations, 
\vas convened in V/ashington, D.C. in 1927. The existence of amateur radio 
was again threatened at this conference. Some of the European nations 
felt that amateur radio was not in the best interest of the nation both 
from a point of view of private enterprise and national security. The 
only real support for amateur radio at this conference was from the 
United States where the ham had proven his value to society through the 
development of electronic devices and public service work· during 
emergencies. After many days of bitter debate with the A. R.R.L. as the 
amateur's spokesman, it was concluded that amateurs should be allocated 
common frequencies throughout the world. It was also concluded that each 
nation had the right to establish its own regulations in regard to this 
service, restricting or liberating the amateur to any degree it wished . 
The following allocation chart was finally adopted at this conference . 
l4Ibid . , p. 203. 
TABLE I 
FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS FOR AMATEUR RADI015 
ADOPI'ED IN 1927 
1,715- 2,000 Kc . . .. .. . . . 160 meters 
3,500-4 , 000 Kc ... .. .... 80 meters 
7,000- 7,300 Kc • . . ..... . 40 meters 
14,000- 14,400 Kc . . ....... 20 meters 
28,000- 30,000 Kc . . . .. .. .. 10 meters 
56,000- 60,000 Kc ... ... ... 6 meters 
13 
They agreed that any nation has the right to restrict the amateur 
of that nation in any of the bands it chooses. It may add amateur bands 
only if it does not cause interference to any other international service 
Any addition should be approved by the International Telecommunications 
Union . Also, any nation has the right to prevent amateur communication 
with any other nation. 
The International Telecommunications Convention was concluded in 
Madrid on December 9, 1932 and made no changes in amateur frequency 
allocations and preserved similar operating regulations .16 
15
nesoto, ££· cit . , p . 141 . 
l6George Arthur Codding, The International Telecommunications 
Union {Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1952) . 
0 
14 
In the United States, the Communications Act of 1934 was passed. 
This act created the Federal Communicati ons Commission which obtained the 
authority previously exercised by the Federal Radio Commission in radio 
matters and the Interstate Commerce Commission in wire telegraph and 
wire telephone matters . All amateur regulations remained unchanged, the 
F. C. C. perpetuated the amateur regulations set up by the Federal Radio 
Commission . l7 
World War II interrupted amateur activity from 1942 until 1945 
during which time thousands of amateurs served in the armed forces as 
elect ronic technicians at a time when the Government was hard pressed to 
train many of these personnel . In the meantime, the A.R.R.L . did not 
close down as it bad done during World War I, but continued operating 
and published numerous textbooks for military electronics training . 
During the war, amateurs formed the nucleus for the War Emergency Radio 
Service, the communications section of the Office of Civil Defense . At 
the conclusion of the war, the amateurs had no difficulty regaining their 
operating privileges from the Government . This was perhaps because of 
the increased number of amateurs since 1917 and a recognition that the 
amateur is of some value to society . 
Amateurs were active in the International Geophysical Year program; 
17DeSoto, op . cit., p . 144 . 
15 
because of their widespread distribution in rural areas, towns, and 
cities in nearly every nation, amateurs form a chain of observation 
posts for scientific study of the ways in which radio waves travel . 
Under contract with the Air Force Research Laboratory in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, the A.R.R. L. is compiling data supplied by its members on 
long distance communication using the v .h.f. spectrum. 18 
In the present "cold war" period, the Federal Civil Defense 
Administration in cooperation with amateurs and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission set up the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service. 
Certain segments of the present amateur bands have been set aside for 
war time civil defense communication by amateurs. Throughout the nation, 
R.A.C.E.S. networks are organized and are conducting periodic drills and 
tests. This activity gives the amateur the opportunity of operating 
during a period of national emergency when most amateur stations would 
be shut down. 19 
18American Radio Relay League, Your Interview on Amateur Radio 
(West Hartford, Connecticut: A.R . R.~1961), p. 6-.-
l9Ameri can Radio Relay League, Operating an Amateur Radio Station 
(West Hartford, Connecticut : A.R.R.L . , 1961),-p. 4. 
16 
The amateur has provided communication facilities on numerous 
scientific and humanitarian expeditions . This amateur cooperation on 
expeditions began as early as 1923 when Donald Mix accompanied MacMillan 
to the Arctic on the schooner Bowdoin with an amateur station. During 
subsequent years a total of over 200 voyages and expeditions were 
assisted by amateur radio . In 1960, the hospital ship Hope, a private 
enterprise from the West Coast which sails to ports of underdeveloped 
countries lending medical aid, set sail for Southeast Asia with a 
complete amateur station aboard, the station being the principal means 
of communication between the vessel and the United States . 20 
On December 12, 1961, the amateur began a new era in his history of 
achievement, the space age of amateur radio began . On this date an 
amateur satellite hitch- hiked its way into orbit aboard the Air Force's 
Discoverer XXXVI Agena- Thor launch vehicle from Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, California.2l It was the first non- Governmental satellite ever in 
20
"Hope, " QST, (April, 1960), pp . 9 - ll. 
21By "hitch-hike," it is meant that the amateur satellite was 
launched as a secondary project while the main purpose for the launching 
was the primary Discoverer series. Space is simply given in the nose 
cone of the launch vehicle for the eight pound amateur satellite . In 
this manner the amateur project can be accomplished quite inexpensively, 
it being almost prohibitive to construct or purchase a launch vehicle . 
Oscar stands for Orbital Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio . 
17 
orbit . A group of \-Test Coast amateurs formed the Project Oscar 
Association which was the official agency responsible for the project. 
Missile and electronics en ineers who are amateurs designed and built 
the transmitter, its housing, and antenna. Others gave it standard 
environmental tests at their employer ' s laboratories. Thousands of 
amateurs monitored 144 .98 Me . after the launch and reported their data 
to the Project Oscar headquarters in Sunneyvale, California. 22 
The highlights of the development of amateur radio have been traced 
from its beginning with Marconi and others through its introduction to 
the space age . Parallel to this development, and often integrated with 
it, has been the development of the American Radio Relay League . A 
clear and concise description of the purposes of the A.R.R.L. is found 
in their Articles of Association which state: 
The purposes for which our corporation is formed 
are the following: the promotion of interest in 
amateur radio communication and experimentation; 
the relaying of messages by radio without charge; 
the furtherance of the public welfare; the advance -
ment of the radio art; the fostering and promotion 
22
"rt Seems to Us," QST, (February, 1962), p . 9· 
18 
of intercommunication by electronic means for the 
personal benefit of the members and without 
pecuniary gain; the fostering of education in the 
field of electronic communications; the dissemi-
nation of information and knowledge by electronic 
means; the printing and publishing of documents, 
books, magazines, newspapers, and pamphlets 
necessary or incidental to any of the above purposes.23 
Another description of this organization is found in the preface 
to every issue of QST magazine which indicates that the League is, 
.. . a non- commercial association of radio amateurs, 
bonded for the promotion of interest in amateur radio 
communication and experimentation, for the relaying 
of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio 
art and the public welfare, for the representation of 
the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for the 
maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of 
conduct. It is an incorporated association without 
capitol stock, chartered under the laws of Connecticut . 
Its affairs are governed by a Board of Directors, elect -
ed every two years by the general membership . The 
officers are elected or appointed by the Directors . The 
League is non- commercial and no one commercially engaged 
in the manufacture, sale, or rental of radio apparatus 
is eligible to membership on its board. 
When the number of amateurs in the United States began to increase, 
small radio clubs began to emerge. These clubs were organized in an 
23Arnerican Radio Relay League, Articles of Association and By-Laws 
(West Hartford, Connecticut: A.R.R. L. , June,-r, 1961), Article 2, p . 3. 
19 
effort to provide a market place for amateur ideas and activities , for 
discussion and common endeavors . Through the use of these clubs, 
amateurs could now join together in worthwhile projects which would have 
been impossible bad the individual amateur bad to pursue it alone . 
One such prominent club was the Radio Club of Hartford which met 
for the first time January 14, 1914 . Presiding at this first meeting 
was Hiram Percy Maxim, an engineer who was well known through his work 
in the development of the automobile and his invention of the Maxim 
silencer . 24 
Maxim operated one of the most powerful amateur stations in New 
England . However his transmitting range, which was characteristic of 
this period, was barely over 100 miles . It was an evening when he was 
attempting to relay a message through another station that he began to 
develop an idea for the national amateur relay organization. This was 
an idea to form an organization which would bind together amateurs for 
the purpose of relaying messages systematically and provide for the 
coordination of amateur relay stations across the country . Maxim 
presented his plan for such an organization to the members of the Radio 
Club of Hartford, and the club chose to execute the development of such 
an organization. Letters were sent to all of those amateurs who could 
24DeSoto, op . cit ., p . 38 . 
20 
be located announcing the formation of the American Radio Relay League, 
a name suggested by Maxim and approved by the club, and application 
blanks which included questions concerning the individual ' s transmitting 
and receiving equipment . The response in favor of the formation of such 
an organization was large and the League could afford to be discriminat-
ing in its choice for the major relay stations . 25 
In 1915 the League began publishing an official journal which was 
called QST (QST being a radio term for message) . It was the purpose of 
this publi cation to create better communication between the amateurs and 
the League , as well as provide a lasting history of the development of 
amateur radio . 
It is observed that while the A.R.R. L. began merely as an organi -
zation for the promotion of relay amateur traffic, during subsequent 
years its activities have spread to engage every phase of amateur 
activity and was made a corporation on May ll, 1951 . Since the League 
claims to represent and enlighten the amateur radio operator, it must 
maintain organized channels of communi cations which serve not only a 
one-way but a two-way purpose in communication with its members and 
other amateurs as well . 
25Ibid . , pp . 38-40 . 
21 
The major method by which the League probably transmits both 
technical and social information to the amateur is through its many 
publications. Five of these are mentioned here. 
The Radio Amateur's License Manual indicates how to get the various 
classes of amateur radio license. This publication contains a large 
amount of general information and illustrates typical questions and 
answers, such as those which are asked on F.C.C. examinations. Hints 
and Kinks is a compilation of techniques and ideas which are of benefit 
to the amateur with a limited budget when constructing equipment . The 
Radio Amateur's Handbook is a very comprehensive source of radio theory 
which is used not only by the amateur but many professional electronic 
organizations as well. In addition to theory and construction data, the 
book contains certain sections on the social aspect of the medium such 
as operating techniques, the history of amateur radio, and descriptions 
of various amateur activities . How to Become a Radio Amateur is an 
elementary guide for prespective amateurs, indicating what amateur radio 
is and bow to begin on the way to becoming an amateur. QST magazine is 
distributed monthly to each member of the League and to radio supply 
stores so that non-members of the League may purchase it. The magazine 
is designed to report the development of amateur radio during the 
preceding month, to discuss equipment, practices, construction, and 
design techniques, and serves as a historical source of information of 
amateur activity. 
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In all of these publications, the amateur is informed through the 
medium of advertising . The latest equipment is described by manufactur-
ers whose integrity has been checked by the A.R.R.L.26 
With respect to the use of two-way communication in League 
publications, it is possible for any amateur to submit an article for 
publication in many of these media . A great number of technical article 
and much construction data is shared with other amateurs by amateurs 
who have both the talent and time for the development of such techniques. 
The League maintains two major sources of transmitting information 
to the amateur by radio . First, WlAW, the League's official station, 
transmits regular bulletins to amateurs everywhere in the world. 
Secondly, the Communications Department of the League appoints official 
amateur stations which transmit A.R.R. L. and other amateur information 
to stations in their particular area. With regard to the use of two-way 
communication in radio communication sponsored by the League, any 
amateur station may contact by radio an official amateur station or 
WlAW for further elaboration on a particular bulletin previously 
transmitted . 
26American Radio Relay League, Advertising Policies of QST (West 
Hartford, Connecticut: A.R.R. L., 1961), pp . l-4. 
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Many local amateur radio clubs have chosen to become affiliated 
with the A.R.R. L. This affiliation permits the club to receive special 
educational aids from the League such as code and theory study courses. 
Clubs take part in special projects of the League and receive informa-
tion as a group so that such data may be discussed among the members . 
Feedback or two-way communication is achieved in this situation through 
the filing of periodic reports with the League concerning special 
projects and problems the club might have . 
The Communications Department of the League maintains a field staff 
which assures every amateur the opportunity of receiving from and 
expressing to these officials their own opinions of matters that concern 
amateur radio . Feedback is achieved here by the voting power of the 
amateur, who is a member of the League, to elect various officials from 
his district . In addition to this, the elected officials must submit 
monthly reports to League headquarters describing their activity and the 
activities of all those amateurs who care to report them. 
Up to this point in Part I of this work the writer bas defined 
amateur radio, illustrated the highlights of its history, and described 
one of the principal amateur organizations, the A.R.R . L. As a conclud-
ing section to this part, the amateur as be presently exists will be 
briefly examined . 
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In order to obtain an amateur license, an aspirant must submit to 
various examinations required by the F. C. C. and be issued a station and 
operators license upon the successful completion of such examinations . 
Of the several classes of license available from the F .C. C. for amateur 
use , the most elementary is the Novice Class. This class has restricted 
operating privileges , is valid for only one year, and may not be renew-
ed; i t is considered an "apprentice " license. The Technician Class 
license provides privileges for the experimenter who is not particularly 
interested in amateur radio communi cation, but is more concerned with 
the further development of communication technology and experimentation, 
especially in the v . h . f . and u .h . f . portions of the spectrum . The 
standard amateur licenses are the Conditional and General Classes, the 
only difference being that Conditional examinations are taken by mail 
and General examinations are taken in person . The most advanced class 
of license issued presently to amateurs by the F. C.C . is the Extra 
Class. 27 
The amateur ' s call letters are issued by the F . C. C. at the time of 
successful completion of the required examination and the r eception of 
27American Radio Relay League, The Radio Amateur ' s License Manual 
(West Hartford, Connecticut: A.R .R. L. , 1962), pp . 1-3 . 
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the l i cense to operate an amateur stat ion . With the exception of the 
Novi ce and Techni cian Classes, transmi ssion may be made on any fre~uency 
within the assigned amateur bands ; they are as follo,vs : 
TABLE II28 
FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS FOR 
AMATEUR RADIO IN THE UNITED STATES 
1962 
1 , 800 2,000 Kc ........ . . 160 meters 
3,500 4,000 Kc .......... 80 meters 
7,000 7, 300 Kc ..... . .... 40 meters 
14,000 
- 14, 350 Kc .......... 20 meters 
21 , 000 
-
21 , 450 Kc .......... 15 meters 
28 , 000 
- 29,700 Kc .......... 10 meters 
50,000 - 54, 000 Kc .......... 6 meters 
144 148 Me .......... 2 meters 
220 225 Me .....•.... 3/4 meter 
420 450 Me .......... 
1,215 1, 300 Me .......... 
2, 300 2, 450 Me •••••••••• 
3,500 3, 700 Me .......... 
5, 650 5, 925 Me .......... 
10 , 000 - 10, 500 Me .......... 
21 , 000 
-
22,000 Me ........ .. 
All above 30 , 000 Me . 
The input of the f i nal stage of the transmitter should not exceed 
an average of 1 , 000 watts . The operator must maintain a complete log 
28"Extract of Regulati ons , " QPT, (October, 1961) , p . 64A. 
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of station operation with specific data concerning stations contacted, 
power input, type of emission, time, date, etc. All frequencies 
assigned to amateur operation may be used for telegraphy . Some of the 
frequencies are available for radiotelephone operation, while others can 
be used for special forms of emission such as teletype, facsimile, 
amateur television and radio control . 29 
The United States bas within its boundry more amateur radio 
stations than every other country in the world combined. The latest 
figures indicate the existence of about 250,000 amateur licenses.30 
There are perhaps 100,000 more amateurs in the rest of the world . The 
reason for more amateurs in the United States than anywhere else in the 
world is probably because amateur radio is not encouraged in most 
foreign countries where radio and all other communications systems are 
government monopolies . 
What of the prospects for amateur radio in the future? It is the 
writer's opinion, after an examination of the amateur technical 
29A.R. R. L . License Manual, ££· cit., p . l-20 . 
3°Radio Amateur Callbook Magazine (Fall, 1961) . 
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literature over the past year, that the amateur is faced with a much 
greater challenge than he was faced with when he was restricted to below 
200 meters. The areas of space communications offer fertile grounds for 
amateur experimentation. Already the amateur has his own orbiting 
satellite with others now in the planning stage; amateurs have already 
bounced radio signals off the Moon; microwave communication is now a 
source of amateur experimentation as is telemetry; amateurs have already 
constructed and successfully operated their own radio telescopes for 
probing the universe; and the development of semiconductors have 
permitted the amateur to experiment with the miniaturization of amateur 
equipment . Other challenges to the amateur in the future are found in 
the v.h.f. and u.h . f. spectrum where distances of communication are 
increasing with more experimentation. Amateur television is still 
another area in which the amateur is advancing in his tradition. 
As long as the government permits the amateur the freedom with 
responsibility he has enjoyed up until now, and as long as there are 
those amateurs who are interested, not only in talking, but in the 
further development of radio communication, then the amateur can look 
forward to his continuing existence . 
PART II 
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR'S CHANNELS 
OF INFORMATION: A QUANTITATIVE 
INVESTIGATION 
Introduction and Research Design 
It was illustrated in the "Introduction" of this work that the 
purpose of this survey was generally to investigate the various channels 
of communication used by the amateur radio operator in securing informa-
tion pertinent to his hobby . However, no investigation can proceed 
without first asking some specific questions and establishing some 
definite working hypotheses about the problem to be explored. 
It is known that the amateur has numerous methods of securing his 
information and of transmitting his o~m communication to other areas . 
Printed matter in the form of books, magazines, and pamphlets is one 
source which is known . The amateur's major activity, talking with other 
hams via short wave radio, is another means of information exchange. 
Private conversations with friends both informally and at organized 
radio club meetings is still another means of two-way communication. 
HYPotheses. With these channels of communication in mind, twelve 
working hypotheses were formulated as a starting point for a study of 
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the amateur communication media . The hypotheses took form after a 
careful study of past amateur literature, interviews with official 
amateur representatives, discussions with amateurs, and observation of 
current trends in amateur activity . 
l . That amateurs generally depend more upon printed 
matter as an information source than other sources . 
2 . That printed matter , specifically QST magazine, 
published by the A.R. R. L. is the major source of 
information for the amat eur . 
3. That amateurs with a greater educational back-
ground tend to read the more sophisticated amateur 
publications . 
4. That amateurs with higher class licenses tend to 
read the more sophisticated amateur publications . 
5. That the amateur places more confidence in QST 
advertising than in most similar publications . 
6. That amateurs feel that there is a need to improve 
the communication flow or the exchange of information 
between amateurs , manufacturers, official amateur 
representatives , and the F . C. C. 
0 
7. That members of the A.R.R.L. devote more time to 
their hobby than non- members and are generally better 
informed about current events in amateur radio than 
non-members . 
8 . That the majority of those who are members of the 
A.R .R. L. join initially to get a subscription to QST . 
9. That those who are not members of the League are 
not because of procrastination, or have just allowed 
their subscr.iption to QST expire and have not gotten 
around to renewing it, etc. 
10. That amateurs are tending to purchase commercially 
constructed equipment rather than constructing gear 
themselves . 
11 . That only a few amateurs are also simultaneous 
citizen's band operators, and that there now exists 
a social rift between citizen's band and amateur 
services. 
12. That the amateur feels that the largest problem 
facing amateur radio at the present time is the crowded 
radio spectrum in which he has to operate . 
30 
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Questionnaire . Once the above hypotheses were formed, a six page 
questionnaire was designed to test each of these hypotheses, plus 
obtain information on attitudes of amateurs on salient issues which 
would aid those responsible for the amateur media . The questionnaire 
was formed with five major objectives in mind . It was initially design-
ed to reveal the major sources of information of the amateur, and to 
reveal to what degree each of these sources was used. Secondly, it 
was formed to investigate some specific aspects of the printed media 
available to the amateur; these aspects would be the extent of reader-
ship , reading methods , advertising, and specific uses of each source. 
Third the questionnaire was designed to reveal how well the amateur was 
informed of current amateur affairs, and to what degree the information 
sources used affected the general knowledge of current affairs . Fourth, 
the questionnaire was to reveal how the amateur's individual situation 
affected his readership of publications; specifically, does education 
or class of license affect the readership? Finally, the questionnaire 
was formed to ascertain some opinions of amateurs on various salient 
issues which concerned the future of amateur radio . They were asked 
to indicate their opinions on numerous statements made in the 
questionnaire concerning the future of the service. Then the 
questionnaire allowed them to indicate the ways in which they felt 
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communication could be improved among amateurs, manufacturers, official 
amateur representatives, and the F . C. C. The respondent was also 
permitted to indicate what they thought the largest problem was facing 
the amateur today . The complete questionnaire is included in Appendix B 
of this work . 
Sample . The sample for this study was selected from the Radio 
Amateur ' s Callbook Magazine (Vol. 39, No . 3, Fall, 1961). The amateur 
call lett ers in the United States are divided into twelve call areas, 
l through¢ (¢being a designation for 10), KH6 and KL7. The Callbook 
lists all valid amateur call letters in the U.S . and groups them with 
respect to each of these call areas. In order to obtain a representa-
tive sample for the survey, a quota was assigned to each call area 
according to the percentage of calls that area actually contained of 
the entire amateur population in the U. S. The quota for each call 
area was found by obtainin the percentage of the whole amateur 
population the call area contained, and taking that same percentage of 
2,000, the total number of sample units. Table III illustrates the 
percentage and number of questionnaires sent to and received from 
each call area. 
AREA 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
¢ 
KH6 
KL7 
TOTALS 
TABLE III 
PERCENTAGE AND NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
MAILED TO AND RECEIVED FROM EACH CALL AREA 
TOTAL NO . 
AMATEURS '{o AMATEURS 0 . SAMPLE NO. SAMPLE 
IN AREA IN AREA MAILED REI'URNED 
17 , 750 7 . 73 155 59 
30,776 13 .42 268 98 
16,667 7 . 26 145 54 
27,695 12.03 240 86 
22,013 9 .60 192 59 
31,692 13.81 276 109 
15,796 6 .88 138 45 
22,047 9 . 61 192 75 
21,618 9 .43 188 91 
20,935 9 .13 182 69 
1,393 .61 12 5 
1,135 .49 10 3 
229,517 100 .00% l99t3 753 
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'fo REI'URN 
7 .84 
13.00 
7 . 18 
11.42 
7.78 
14 . 60 
5 .98 
9 .98 
12.00 
9 . 17 
.66 
·39 
100 .00% 
Once the quotas were established, the mechanical task of selecting 
the calls at random from the call areas was begun . The Callbook contain-
ed three columns of call letters on each page, and in each column there 
were approximately 157 spaces (This is not to say that there are 157 
calls in each column because some calls require two or more spaces; the 
maximum number of calls possible in each column was 157) . The numbers 
ranging from l through 157 were written on 157 separate pieces of paper 
and put into a bottle . Beginning with the first column in call area l, 
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a number was drawn from the bottle, and counting from the top of the 
column, the call which appeared in the space number drawn was the one 
whi ch was selected as a sample unit for the survey . The drawn number 
was returned to the bottle , and the same procedure was used on the next 
column and so on, until either the quota for the call area was filled 
or the end of the call area was reached. In case of the latter , the 
whole procedure was started again from the first column of the call 
area until the quota was filled . As each call was chosen from the 
Callbook, it was recorded along with the name and address of the amateur 
on a 3 x 5 card . 
Survey. Before the actual survey was begun, a pretest of the 
questionnaire was made . The names of 25 amateurs who live near Boston, 
Massachusetts were selected at random from the Callbook . These amateurs 
were sent a copy of the questionnaire and were asked to complete and 
return it . They were also requested to indicate any criticism they bad 
or any ambiguity in any of the questions in the questionnaire . El even 
amateurs replied to this test questionnaire . Several copies of the ques -
tionnaire were sent to the American Radio Relay League to be circulated 
among st aff members for comments . The replies from the amateurs and the 
A.R.R.L. indicated a number of minor problems and two major problems 
with the questionnaire. These major problems were that there were t oo 
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many open-ended questions and that the questionnaire was too long. The 
questionnaire was modified accordingly . 
Once the questionnaire was in its final printed form, the call 
letters, names, and addresses of each sample unit were taken from the 
file cards and typed on envelopes . A serial number (l through 1,998) 
was assigned to each questionnaire . The questionnaire, a cover letter 
of introduction and explanation (Appendix A), and a postage paid return 
envelope were put into each envelope and mailed. The same serial number 
that appeared on the questionnaire was also recorded on the appropriate 
file card as a means of identification in case of the need for follow- up 
letters . 
Analysis . As each questionnaire was returned, all answers to 
objective questions were immediately coded . The coding consisted of 
simply recording a number (l through 10) next to the question according 
to a predetermined key . The open- ended questions were not coded until 
enoueh questionnaires were received so as to allow the for mulation of 
the responses into categories; these categories were then assigned a 
code number (l through 10) . 
The point after which no questionnaire could be considered for the 
official tabulation was reached six weeks after the mailing out of the 
last questionnaire . At this time, 723 questionnaires had been returned; 
36% of those mailed. The responses to these questionnaires were recorded 
on IBM cards, each questionnaire being assigned a separate card . The 
cards were turned over to the Boston University Computation Center for 
a profile and cross tabulation. The computer was programmed to reveal 
correlations between educational levels and magazine readership, 
educational level and utilized information sources , license class and 
magazine readership, license class and utilized information sources, 
A.R.R. L. membership and utilized information sources, A.R.R. L. membership 
and number of operating hours, A.R.R. L. membership and equipment 
construction, and the degree the amateur is infor med about current 
events and utilized information sources . 
Major Results of the Survey 
It is the intention of tbe writer to present some of the more 
important results of the survey in this section of Part II . The 
complete results of the survey can be found in Appendices C and D. 
The Use of Information Sources . One of the major aims of the 
survey was to discover the information sources utilized by the amateur 
and to what degree each of these sources was used . The initial question 
of the questionnaire was designed to reveal this information . It was 
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found that 57% of the respondents listed A.R. R. L. publications as their 
initial choice for information . On the air conversations were the 
primary source of enlightenment for 15% of the respondents; 9% listed 
other publications (other than A.R.R.L.), 9% other sources, 5% radio 
club meetings, and 2% WlAW as initial sources of amateur knowledge . 31 
Those who did not respond to this question accounted for 3% of this 
group . As a second choice for information, 29% indicated other publi-
cations, 23% on the air conversations, 17% A.R.R. L. publications, 13% 
radio club meetings, 8% other sources, 4% WlAW bulletins, and 6% did 
not respond to this question . 
In order to make this investigation of information sources more 
specific, the respondents were asked the sources from which they first 
heard or bear of some specific events . When asked from what source 
they first bear of changes in F .C. C. rules and regulations, 61% of the 
respondents replied that printed publi cations were their initial source; 
15% indicated that they first bear of these changes on the air, 7% liste 
other sources, 7% radio club meetings, 4% WlAW bulletins. Those who 
did not respond to this question made up 6% of this group . Two- thirds 
31
rt was found that person to person conversations with friends 
made up over 80% of the responses to the other source category. When-
ever the reference is made to other sources, this fact is assumed . 
0 
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of the respondents who said that they had heard of Project Oscar first 
heard of it through publications, 12% from other sources, 10% from on 
t he air conversations, 7% from radio club meetings, 2% from WlAW 
bulletins, and 3% did not respond to this question . Of those who had 
heard of Project Oscar II, 70% first heard of it in publications, 9% 
from on the air conversations, 6% from radio club meetings, 6% from 
other sources, 4% from WlAW, and 5% did not r espond to this question . 
Of those respondents "Yrho were awaret of the F. C. C. 's proposed licensing 
fee, 55% of them fi r st heard of it in a publication, 17% heard of it 
on the air, 12% from other sources, 9% at radio club meetings, 3% from 
WlAW; 4% did not respond to the question. A compar ison of the results 
found when we asked the respondents to indicate their preferred 
information sources in general and for specific events is seen in 
tabular form in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Preferred Sources 
Choice : l 2 
F.C . C. 
Rules and 
Regulations 
Oscar F . C. C. 
A.R.R.L. Publications 
Other Publications 
On the air 
Radio Clubs 
W1AW 
Other Sources 
No Response 
TOTALS 
57% 
9 
15 
5 
2 
9 
3 
100% 
17% 
29 
23 
13 
4 
8 
6 
100~ 
52% 
9 
15 
7 
4 
7 
6 
100% 
I II Fee 
48% 54% 45% 
18 17 10 
10 9 17 
7 6 9 
2 4 3 
12 6 12 
3 4 4 
100% 100% 100~ 
0 
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A cross tabulation was made in order to find out bow membership in 
the A.R.R. L. correlated with the sources of information used. Of those 
who were members, three- fourths said that their initial choice of 
information was A.R.R. L. publications. One out of ten of the members 
indicated on the air conversations, 6% marked other sources, 4% radio 
club meetings, 3% other publications, and l% WlAW as initial sources; 
2% did not respond . Of those who were not members, one- third chose 
A.R.R. L. publications as an initial source of information. One out of 
four listed on the air conversations as first choice, 16% other 
publications, 12% other sources, 7% radio club meetings, and 2% WlAW. 
5% did not respond . 
TABLE V * 
CORRELATION BETWEEN A.R.R.L. 
MEMBERSHIP AND NON- MEMBERSHIP 
AND INFORMATION SOURCES UTILIZED 
Information Sources Members 
A.R .R. L. Publications 74% 
Other Publications 3 
On the Air 10 
Radio Clubs 4 
WlAW l 
Other Sources 6 
No Response 2 
TOTALS 100~ 
*Members = 57% 
Non- members 
35% 
16 
23 
7 
2 
12 
5 
lOO% 
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It can be seen from Table V that those who are members of the 
Leab~e depend heavily upon those publications produced by the A.R.R.L ., 
while non-members seek enlightenment in other sources in addition to 
A.R .R.L . publications. 
A cross tabulation was made to determine any correlation between 
the educat ional backgrounds of the respondents and the information 
sources first used; no basic differences were found. 
There were three questions in the survey which were designed to 
find out how well informed the amateur was of some current events 
affecting amateur radio (questions 19, 21, and 23). If two out of the 
three questions were answered in the affirmative, the respondent was 
classified as being well informed . It was found that three-fourths 
of the respondents qualified as being well informed . A cross 
tabulation was then done to determine any correlation between the 
initial information sources used and the degree to which the respondents 
were informed. It was found that 82% of those who qualified as being 
well informed chose publications as their initial information source. 
Of those who did not qualify, 62% indicated publications as an 
initial choice. The complete cross tabulation is found in Table VI. 
0 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE INFORMATION SOURCES UTILIZED AND 
THE DEGREE TO WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE INFORMED 
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Information Sources Informed Not Informed 
A.R.R. L. Publications 73% 48% 
Other Publications 9 14 
On the Air 5 23 
Radio Clubs 6 10 
WlAW 0 0 
Other Sources 6 5 
No Response 1 0 
TOTALS 100% 100% 
An examination of Table VI reveals that those who are informed 
seem to rely heavily upon A.R.R. L . publications for information while 
those who did not qualify as informed used other means to a greater 
degree than the informed category in addition to A.R .R.L. publications . 
When one goes back and examines Table V and compares it with Table VI 
it is interesting to note that approximately the same ratios exist 
between Members and Non- members, and the Informed and Not Informed. The 
probable reason for this will be discussed in the concluding section of 
this part . 
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The Use of Specific Publications. This section will look at the 
results of various questions in the questionnaire which were designed 
to reveal the specific publications used and the degree to which they 
are used . 
The respondents were asked to indicate with what frequency , if any, 
they read CQ, QST, 73, and Popular Electronics magazine . The first three 
magazines mentioned were chosen for this comparison because they were the 
only three known to the writer that were published strictly for amateur 
radio and still have a relatively wide circulation. In order to make 
certain that this assumpti on was correct and there were no other 
publi cations meeting the criteria, the respondents were asked to list 
all publications which they read regularly regarding amateur radio . No 
other publications appeared in these lists with the regularity of the 
three chosen for the test . Popular Electronics was used as a fourth 
selection for the test because it was a typical general electronics 
publication with wide circulation which the writer felt would provide 
a means of readership comparison between the strict amateur publication 
and the general electronics magazine . Since the results received were 
fairly complex, they will be clearer if indicated in tabular form in 
Table VII . 
Frequencl 
Every Month 
Every Other Month 
Occasionally 
Hardly Ever 
Never 
No Response 
TOTALS 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH 
VARIOUS PUBLICATIONS ARE READ 
CQ QST 73 
38'% 69% 12% 
6 4 2 
36 20 17 
12 5 13 
4 1 43 
4 1 13 
1007o 100% 100% 
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Popular Electronics 
19% 
5 
33 
19 
17 
7 
100% 
It can be seen from Table VII that QST is read by the amateur with 
the greatest regularity by a ratio of about 2:1 with the next most 
frequently read magazine, CQ. 73 was the least read of the four. 
Four questions were asked concerning the amateur's knowledge of 
some specific events and where information is received about these 
events. The respondent was asked from what publication, if any, he first 
hears of changes in F . C. C. rules and regulations. Half indicated QST, 
15% on the air, 7% each for radio club meetings and other sources, 5% for 
CQ, 4% each for WlAW and other publications, 2% for other A.R.R.L. 
publications, less than 1% for 73j 6% did not respond. Of the 85% who 
0 
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had heard of Project Oscar, almost half of these first beard of it in 
QST . CQ was the initial source for 13% of the respondents , 11% other 
sources, 10% on the air, 9% radio club, 5% other publications, 2% WlAW, 
1% in other A.R.R. L. publications and less than 1% in 73; 1% did not 
respond. Of the 46% who bad heard of Project Oscar II, over half heard 
of it first in QST. 13% first heard of it in CQ, 9% on the air , 7% each 
for radio club meetings and other sources, 4% each for WlAW and other 
publications, and less than 1% for 73 and other A.R .R. L. publications; 
2% did not respond . Over three- fourths of the respondents had heard of 
the F.C . C.' s proposed amateur licensing fee and of these 43% first 
heard of it in QST. 17% first heard of it on the air, 12% from other 
sources , 9% at radio club, 7% in other publications, 4% in CQ, 2~ from 
WlAW, 1% from other A.R.R. L. publications, and less than 1% in 73 . 5% 
did not respond . 
A cross tabulation was done to measure any correlation between 
membership and non- membership in the A.R.R .L. , and the amount of 
readership of some specific publications. The results are indicated in 
Table VIII . 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATION BETHEEN LEAGUE 
MEMBERSHIP OR NON-MEMBERSHIP 
AND SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS READ 
MEMBER 57 'to NON-MEMBER 42% 
Popular Popular 
Frequency CQ QST 73 Electronics CQ QST 73 Electronics 
Every Month 46% 98% 13% 14% 27'fo 31% lO'fo 25% 
Every Other 
Month 5 0 3 3 8 9 2 6 
Occasi onall:y 32 2 18 33 41 45 16 33 
Hardly Ever 10 0 15 20 14 11 11 18 
Never 2 0 36 19 6 2 52 14 
No Response 5 0 15 ll 4 2 9 4 
TOTALS 100% l007o 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Table VIII seems to suggest that members are in general greater 
I readers of amateur publications and, as was expected, QST is read by 
more members than non- membersj more League members read CQ than non-
members . It is interesting to note, however, that Popular Electronics 
is read by more non-members than members . 
A cross tabulation was done to reveal any correlation between the 
class of license held by the respondent and the specific publications 
read . The results are indicated in Table IX. 
0 
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TABLE IX 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CLASSES OF LICENSE 
AND SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS READ* 
Popular 
License Class CQ QST 73 Electronics N 
Novice 15% 8oi 10% 6o'fo 20 
Te chnician 45 68 18 30 125 
Conditional 48 69 19 33 73 
General 46 72 13 25 322 
Extra 47 99 13 8 23 
Advanced 47 80 14 10 111 
A 46 79 11 7 28 
B 40 6o 10 10 10 
*The figures for this table were found by combining the percentages 
of the categories of every month and every other month for each 
publication . 
Another cross tabulation was done to measure the correlation 
between the educational level of the amateur and the specific publi -
cations read . Table X indicates the results. 
TABLE X 
CORRELATION BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
AND SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS READ* 
Popular 
Educational Level CQ QST 73 Electronics 
Less than Eight Years 43% 8li 15% 14'{o 
Some High School 42 75 14 41 
High School Graduate 45 72 14 24 
College Graduate 56 76 19 12 
Graduate Studies 35 71 12 13 
N 
21 
105 
365 
118 
107 
47 
*The figures for this table were formed by combining the percentages 
of the categories of every month and every other month for each 
publication . 
The two preceding cross tabulations reveal that the class of 
license and the educational level of the reader have little to do with 
the frequency with which CQ, QST and 73 are read . However, in the case 
of Popular Electronics, the higher the class of license and the higher 
the level of education, the less frequently the publication was read . 
(It must be noted here that the responses were small in the categories 
of Novice, Extra, A, and B for Table IX, and the category of less than 
eight years for Table X; not much validity can be assigned to the 
correlations in these categories) . 
Characteristics of Amateur Publications. The next area of investi-
gation is the characteristics of printed publications . Advertising was 
of major concern since it probably is an important channel of communi-
cation for the amateur within publications . QST magazine is the only 
amateur publication that investigates its potential advertisers before 
permitting them to purchase space in the publication. This is done in 
an effort to prevent the amateur from being misled by unscrupulous 
merchants . QST publishes this fact regularly, but the writer was 
interested in finding out if the amateur was aware of this screening and 
if he knew it was being done only in QST . Those who did not know of 
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such screening accounted for 60% of the return . Of the remaining 35% 
>vho did know of it ( 5% did not respond), 79% indicated that QST did 
screen its advertisers . However , over half of the 79% who mentioned 
OpT also mentioned other publications which they also thought provided 
such a service . It was found that half of those responding placed more 
confidence in QST advertising than in most similar publications, however, 
43% indicated that there was no difference in publications when it 
relates t o the confidence placed in advertising . The amateurs were 
asked if they had ever been misled by false or fraudulent advertising in 
any amateur or electronic publi cation . One out of ten said that they 
had been misled at one time or another and mentioned the names of the 
offending manufacturers . When asked whether the respondent had ever 
const ructed a piece of gear from a publication description, 70% claimed 
that they had . The respondents were asked to list some of the areas of 
amateur radio which are not covered adequately in present publications . 
The results were highly varied, but among those areas mentioned vTi th the 
greatest frequency were radio teletype , construction of equipment, 
electronics theory, u .h . f . , civil defense operations, antenna design and 
measurements , and the Military Amateur Radio Service. 
The Ameri can Radio Relay League . The American Radio Relay League 
is cons.idered an important communication organization, hence the 
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respondents were asked several questions concerning the League . 57% 
said that they were members, 42% were not (1% did not respond) . They 
were asked their major reason for either being or not being a member . 
Amateurs were members of the A.R .R.L. because they wanted to obtain QST 
(33%). About one out of ten did not indicate a reason . Of the 42% who 
were not members, 2% were not because they did not care for QST, 5% 
because membership is not worth the dues, 5% because they felt that the 
League did not represent the amateur adequately, one out of five said 
that they had just not gotten around to it, bad let their subscription 
expire and had not gotten around to renewing it, or procrastination . 
14% were not members because they were no longer active amateurs, and 
21% for other varied reasons . 
A cross tabulation was done in order to determine how membership 
in the A.R. R. L. correlated with the number of hours the amateur operated 
his equipment . It was found that for those who were members, 54% 
operated ten hours or mere during a thirty day period. About one-third 
of the non-members claimed that they operated more than ten hours for 
the same period of time. The members who had no operating time vThatso-
ever for the period accounted for 17% of the response, and 4o% of the 
non-members bad no time logged. It should not be assumed that being a 
member of the League directly affects the number of operating hours of 
the amateur. This fact of the matter is that both League membership 
and operating hours are affected by a third factor which runs throughout 
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the survey and will br discussed in the concluding section of this 
part . The cross tabulation of the operating hours and League member-
ship is indicated graphically in Figure 1 . 
FIGURE 1 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE A.R.R . L. AND 
OPERATING ACTIVITY 
MEMBERS 
-- - - --- NON-MEMBERS 
It is noted that the amateurs who were not members of the League 
tend to operate more than members in the 100 to over 150 hours cat-
egory. This fact is not considered significant since the percentage 
difference between members and non-members in this category is only 
2%; it takes only three cases to m~~e a difference f 2%. It should 
be assumed that the curves level off together somewhere between 1% and 
5% for the latter categories . An example of · a significant difference 
in percentage on the graph would be the 23% difference that exists in 
the category 0, or the ll% difference in the 25 -49 hour category. 
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We were interested in finding out whet her being a member of the 
League correlated with the amount of self construction done by the 
respondent. Of the 70% who bad constructed gear from a publication 
description, about two - thir ds of these wer e A.R.R.L . members. 
In addition to the channels of communication the League provides 
thr ough printed matter, they also mai ntain another channel through 
WlAW, their official amateur station. The respondents were asked 
how often they listened to WlAW . 2% claimed that they listened 
regularly, 7% said frequently, one-third occasionally, 30% almost 
never, and 28% never listen . When the 58% who indicated that they 
almost never or never listen to WlAW wer e asked why, 44% said that 
they would rather spend the time that they had available for ham 
radio operating. About one - fourth mentioned that poor reception 
was the reason for their infrequent listening, and 28% indicated 
that they simply were not interested. 
~Need for Improvement in Communications? The respondents were 
asked if they thought there was an adequate exchange of information 
between amateurs, manufacturers, of ficial amateur representatives, 
and the F .C. C. About two out of five thought that ther e was, 37% 
said that they did not know, and about one out of five said that 
there was not. Of this 20%, only one-fourth indicated specifically 
how they thought this improvement could be made . Those suggestions 
which appeared with the greatest frequency were that the F.C.C. 
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should communicate via bulletins and memos directly with each amateur 
regarding changes in rules and regulations; that there is a need for 
another amateur organization other than A.R.R. L. , since the latter has 
a monopoly; and that more publicity to the public stressing the value of 
amateur radio would be a great step toward acceptance of the amateur by 
the community . 
Amateur Attitudes . Various questions were asked in an attempt to 
measure the amateur ' s attitude toward the citizen ' s band operator . One-
tenth of the respondents had been citizen's band operators at one time, 
and 8% were still operating citizen ' s band equipment at the time of the 
survey . The amateur ' s attitude toward citizen's band was measured on 
three semantic differential scales ranging from good to bad, useful to 
useless, and inoffensive to offensive . It was found that the amateur ' s 
opinion was equally divided on the good-bad and inoffensive- offensive 
scale, while indicating a useful position on the useful-useless scale . 
The results are indicated in Table XI . 
TABLE XI 
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL OF 
TERM "CITIZEN ' S BAND" 
RANGE 
2 L 5 ! No . Re . TOTALS 
+ Pole % N % N % N % N % N - Pole % N ~ N 
Good 17 123 15 105 2t5 201 15 105 17 123 Bad t5 l bb 100 72 ... 
Useful 29 213 20 144 21 154 12 85 10 75 Useless 7 52 100 72~ 
Inoffensive 18 127 12 87 24 173 18 128 17 124 Offensive 12 84 100 72"" 
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While most respondents admitted that the citizen's band service 
was justifiable as it was originally conceived, they were quick to claim 
that various difficulties had emerged in this service such as a lack of 
regulation and abuse of the conditions under which it was conceived - for 
purposeful communication . 
Various questions were asked which were designed to detect the 
amateur's opinion on some timely topics . The respondent was asked to mark 
either "agree, 11 ''don ' t know, 11 or "disagree, u by each statement . It was 
found that three-fourths of the amateurs felt that amateur radio was in 
no danger of becoming extinct, in spite of the heavy demands being placed 
on the spectrum for other services. However, about half of the respond-
ents did believe that the amateur would have to meet stricter licensing 
requirements in the future (26% did not know and 25% said no). 56% claim-
ed that citizen ' s band service should not be discontinued (one-fifth did 
not know and 22% said that it should be) . 57% claimed that the amateur 
was adequately represented by official agencies before the F.C.C. (22% 
did not know and 21% said that they were not). About half of the 
respondents said that they were adequately represented before inter-
national conferences dealing with radio communication ( one - third did not 
know and 17% said that they were not) . 
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The respondents were asked what they thought was the largest problem 
facing the amateur. The answers were highly varied and were categorized 
into ten areas which indicated the amateur's major concerns. One-third 
of those responding said that crowded bands was of initial concern. 14% 
said that the possible loss of frequencies to other services was the 
major problem . One out of ten felt that public relations was of initial 
concern, i.e . , associations with neighbors regarding television inter-
ference, antennas, and prejudice . Other areas which appeared with less 
frequency were the need for greater technical ability among hams (7%), 
lack of operating courtesy (5%), lack of adequate licensing requirements 
(1+%), and citizen ' s band operation (3%). 15% of the responses fell into 
the "other" category which listed high cost of gear, lack of quality in 
commercial gear , no leadership in the amateur ranks, and foreign broad-
casting in the amateur bands . Few respondents felt that the amateur had 
no problems. 
Conclusions of the Survey 
In forming our conclusions for this survey study of the amateur 
radio operator in the United States, the hypotheses stated earlier will 
be restated and the degree of support indicated as a result of the survey . 
1 . That amateurs generally depend more upon printed matter 
as an information source than other sources. 
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It is the writer ' s opinion that the results of the survey suggest 
strongly that printed matter is the major source of amateur information. 
In fact, the results show that two- thirds of the respondents go to 
printed matter first for information . It is also interesting to note 
that this hypothesis gains further support when the information sources 
for specific past events is examined . The amateur ' s were asked from 
what source they learn of changes in F. C. C. rules and regulations, where 
they first heard of the Oscar projects, and where they first heard of the 
proposed F. C.C. amateur licensing fee. An average or mean of 66%, the 
exact percentage obtained when the respondents were asked to what source 
they generally go for information, of the respondents first learn or 
learned of these specific events in printed matter . 
2 . That printed matter published by the A.R.R. L. , specifically 
QST magazine , .is the major source of information for the amateur . 
The results suggest strongly that this hypothesi s is valid . Material 
published by the A.R.R. L. was indicated by the respondents for general 
information by a ratio of about 6:1 with other publications . The 
hypothesis gains support when the sources for some specific events are 
indicated. Amateurs use A.R.R. L. publications for information about 
specific events by a ratio of about 5 :2 with other publications . QST 
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magazine is revealed to be the greatest informer of all the A.R. R. L. 
publications; while 57% of the cases prefer A.R .R.L. publications as 
initial information sources, 84% of these use QST magazine as this initial 
source . Of the four mentioned publications in the questionnaire, QST was 
read with the greatest frequency by a ratio of about 2:1 with the next 
most frequently read magazine, CQ. One wonders why the great popularity 
of QST magazine over the other amateur publications not published by the 
League? It is the writer's opinion that QST is the leader because it is 
comprehensive so that the amateur can read one issue and become aware of 
all technical advances, regulation changes, and social happenings which 
occurred in amateur radio during the preceding month . Say for example 
that all of the other amateur and electronics publications were just as 
attractive and efficient as the author feels QpT to be; it is believed 
that QST would still be the leader in amateur publications . QST has 
something that the rest do not; the tradition of beginning with the dawn 
of amateur radio itself, and its identification with one of the major 
amateur representative organizations, the A.R.R. L. , both of these factors 
lending greatly to its credability. The other magazines reach the 
amateur in much the same manner as Life or Time magazines, with no active 
organization behind them of which the amateur feels he is a part . There 
is also a matter of convenience which enters here since those who desire 
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to be members of the League receive QST automatically; it could almost be 
called a forced circulation. 
3. That amateurs with a greater educational background tend 
to read the more sophisticated amateur publications . 
4. That amateurs with higher class licenses tend to read 
the more sophisticated amateur publications . 
These two hypotheses are supported by the results of the survey since 
there was a significant correlation between license class - education level 
and the specific publications read . It was found that the educational 
level and the license class had little to do with the regularity with 
which CQ, QST , and 73 were read . However, in the case of Popular 
Electronics, the higher the class of license or level of education, the 
less regularly the publication was read . Possible explanations for this 
phenomina would be that (l) Popular Electronics is not strictly an 
amateur publication. When one becomes interested in receiving an amateur 
license, this presupposes an interest in general electronics. As the 
individual is able to meet amateur licensing qualifications and finds 
himself becoming more sophisticated in amateur radio, he finds that he 
wishes to become more specific in his work with transmitters, receivers, 
and antennas; general electronics such as high fidelity systems, photo-
electric cells, etc . , are replaced by his new hobby . (2) With respect to 
education levels, a simple content analysis of Popular Electronics reveais 
a style that is relatively simple, supplemented with numerous pictures 
and pictorial diagrams . CQ, QST and 73 are specialized technical publi-
cations which take some effort on the part of the reader before full 
understanding of the material can be achieved . As one increases in 
education, his ability to comprehend difficult technical material also 
increases . 
5. That the amateur places more confidence in QST 
advertising than is most similar publications . 
It was found that almost half of the respondents indicated more 
confidence in QST magazine advertising than in most similar publications . 
This in itself would tend to lend support to the hypothesis if it were 
not for the fact that almost the same number said that there was no 
difference in publications when it related to the confidence placed in 
advertising . Most amateurs were not aware that QST or any other publi -
cation for that matter screened its advertisers before permittin them to 
buy advertising space . Of those who knew of such a service, most pointed 
out QST as a publication that had such a service, however, half of these 
c 
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also pointed to other publications whom they thought also provided such a 
service . It would be to QST ' s advantage to promote strongly the fact that 
such a service exists in the publication and that it was the only amateur 
publication to provide this protection for the amateur . As for the 
hypothesis, judgement will have to be suspended until further research is 
completed; it is neither supported or rejected as a result of this survey. 
6. That amateurs feel that there is a need to improve the communi -
cation flow or the exchange of information between amateurs, 
manufacturers, official amateur representatives, and the F. C. C. 
It can be concluded from the results that this hypothesis does not 
gain support; the respondents feel for the most part that there is no 
need to improve communications. The ratio of those who recognized a 
problem to those who did not was about 1:2. Of those who said that they 
thought there was a problem, only one- fourth of these were able to 
indicate how improvement could be made . It would seem then that if the 
amateur desires information, he can obtain it from one source or another 
most of the time. It is noted here that over one- third of the respond-
ents indicated that they did not know if the exchange of information was 
adequate or not . The writer is assuming that most of those who did not 
know are not active amateurs, especially since the survey revealed that 
about one- third of the amateurs who responded to the survey were inactive 
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7· That members of the A.R.R .L. devote more time to their 
hobby than non-members and are generally better informed about 
current events in amateur radio than non- members . 
This hypothesis was found to gain support from the results of the 
survey, however, there is probably no cause and effect relationship 
between membership and operating time or degree enlightenment . In any 
mail survey there is a built in bias at the beginning; that the more 
interested respondents will tend to answer the questionnaire, while those 
who are inactive or disinterested will be inclined to ignore the 
questionnaire . This accounts for the fact that while in reality only 40% 
of the total amateur population are members of the A.R.R.L . , the survey 
indi cated that 57% were members . It can be said that interest is the 
common factor affecting A.R. R. L. membership, operating time, and the 
degree to which the amateur is informed . 
8. That the majority of those who are members of the A.R.R . L. 
join initially to receive QST. 
This hypothesis did not find support in the results of the survey. 
It was found that the desire to support a national amateur organization 
was the reason most frequently indicated for being a member . About 
one-third of the respondents joined to obtain a subscription to QST. 
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9. That those who are not members of t he League are not because of 
procrastination, or have just allowed their subscription to expire 
and have not gotten around to renewing it, etc . 
The results of the survey lend support to this hypothesis; procrasti -
nation was listed as the major cause of non-membership . 
10 . That amateurs are tending to purchase commercially 
constructed equipment rather than constructing gear themselves . 
The results of the survey do not seem to support this hypothesis 
since almost three- fourths of the respondents indicated that they have 
constructed gear from a publication description . However this hypo-
thesis is not supported with some reservation . In the first place , the 
bias of interest probably occurs in this question which would mean that 
if the returns were a completely representative cross - section of the 
amateur, with the degree of interest the same for all respondents , the 
results would probably indicate less than three - fourths of the respond-
ents had constructed equipment . In the second place, the question 
concerning construction of equipment on the questionnaire was not 
specific enough to gain any real insight into this phenominon . The 
question did not ask how often the amateur had constructed equipment or 
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did it ask how complex the equipment constructed was . In other words, 
one could have built a simple crystal radio set once and bought every 
other piece of equipment he owns, and still have qualified as having 
constructed equipment from a publication description . After talking 
with numerous amateurs, examining the radio sales records of stores that 
specialize in amateur equipment, and from mere observation, one can 
conclude that there are quite a few amateurs who have never constructed 
a major piece of equipment . In fact, some amateurs take their equip-
ment to the repair shop to be fixed in much the same way one would carry 
a TV set to the same establishment . It is the writer ' s opinion that a 
specific investigation into this one facet of amateur activity would be 
helpful in ascertaining if the present day amateur is really as creative 
as the traditional amateur of the first decade of this century . 
11 . That only a few amateurs are also simultaneous citizen's 
band operators, and that there now exists a social rift between 
citizen ' s band and amateur services . 
It was found that very few amateur operators were ever citizen's 
band operators and even less are CB operators at the present time, which 
supports the first part of the hypothesis . The results of the survey did 
not support the second section of the hypothesis however . There does not 
seem to exist a social rift between the two services, only a concern on 
the part of the amateurs about the lack of regulation and restriction in 
the citizen ' s band service . 
12 . That the amateur feels that the largest problem facing 
amateur radio at the present time is the crowded radio 
spectrum in which he has to operate . 
This hypothesis was formed after tuning a receiver around the high 
frequency amateur bands for several evenings . The spectrum was so 
congested that very few amateurs could be understood because of the 
interferencej those who could be understood were running the maximum 
power permitted the amateur. Bare in mind here that our figures show 
that over one- fourth of the respondents were inactivej what would be the 
result if every amateur was on the air every evening? The results of the 
survey indicated that this hypothesis was supported by the respondents, 
and that the amateurs are meeting the situation by either refraining 
from operating at all or only during those times when the spectrum is 
reasonably clear, during the day, or are retreating to the higher v .h.f . 
frequencies for their activity . This movement to greener, less congested 
pasturers may prove very beneficial to the electronics medium as a whole 
because it will cause more experimentation to be done in these bands 
which could lead to the coverage of greater distances covered on these 
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frequencies ; a repeat of what occurred durin the first part of this 
century when the amateurs were forced to the higher frequencies by the 
government . 
One of the areas of amateur activity whi ch the survey investigated 
but was not put into the form of a specific hypothesis was WlAW, the 
A.R.R. L.' s official amateur station . The results indicated that the 
service of the A. R.R. L. in this respect does not seem to be used by many 
amateurs . Over half of the respondents seldom or never listen to reports 
being broadcast daily from the station. When the respondents were asked 
why they did not use the information services of WlAW, almost half said 
that their operating time was limited and they did not want to spend any 
of it listening to reports when they could get the same thing by reading 
QST . It is the writer's opinion that a major reason for not utilizing 
WlAW is the fact that to obtain information by this means is difficult 
because most reports are transmitted in code . The path of least 
resistance would be to gain the same information in a much easier fashion 
and have it to refer back to by reading QST and other amateur publi -
cations . Incidently, it was found that WlAW was constantly mentioned 
last as an information source when respondents were asked what sources 
they used . A re- evaluation of the purposes of WlAW by the A.R.R. L. m~ 
be in order since its effectiveness has been seriously questioned . 
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Content Analysis 
A content analysis of QST since 1921 was accomplished in the 
following manner. Beginning with 1921, every fifth year of publication 
was chosen for investigation: 1921, 1926, 1931, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 
1956, and 1961 . Of these years, six issues i n each year were chosen 
for investigation. Beginning with the January, 1921, issue, every 
other issue was analyzed. In the next assigned year, 1926, the month 
of February was the starting point and every other issue was analyzed 
from that point. This method of alternating beginning months was 
used for the subsequent years . 
These issues were examined with respect to four major categories; 
Advertising, Technical material, Operational material, and number of 
pages . The Advertising category consisted of display advertising 
describing amateur equipment including that advertising found on the 
covers, but not classified advertising . Technical descriptions of 
new gear, experiments, and construction data were the items considered 
in the technical material category . The social aspect of amateur 
radio was measured in the Operational category. Amateur contests, 
regional and local meetings, traffic networks, civil defense drills, 
and other similar items of a social function were measured under the 
Operational category. 
The unit of measurement for this analysis was the number of pages 
assigned to each category . The number of pages in each category for 
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the particular year was added and divided by six, obtaining the 
average number of pages for the six issues of that particular year. 
Then the percentage of space in each category was obtained by comparing 
the ratio of the average number of pages assigned to each category 
for the year to the average total number of pages for the year. The 
same process was utilized for one year, 1961, six alternating issues, 
in an analysis of CQ, another publication of interest to amateurs, 
in an attempt to compare CQ with QST at the present time. 
The analysis revealed no significant trends in content. In 1921, 
the ratio of advertising to other content reached a peak of 54% of 
the total number of pages. Since that time it has declined. Technical 
and operational content now constitute about 6o% of the total content, 
and advertising about 40%. Also in 1921, the frequency of technical 
material was at an all time low, but increased somewhat in 1926 and 
remained steady during subsequent years. The number of pages during 
1926 and 1931 dropped to 98, but increased again in 1936. Except in 
1921, the technical content of the publication was greater than 
operational content until around 1950, when they became comparable, 
perhaps because of the increased activity of the Communications 
Department of the League and their sponsorship of contests and other 
amateur activity. 
An examination of the content of CQ magazine for 1961 reveals 
about the same ratio of advertising to technical and operational 
material as was found in QST for the same year . It was found that 
CQ contributes on the average more space to technical articles than 
it does to operational data. This should be expected because of the 
difference in the organizations which produce the publications . CQ 
is not published by an amateur operational organization, but by an 
organization whose sole purpose it is to produce the magazine. 
Conversly, QST, published by the A.R .R. L., is published by an amateur 
operational organization to which the publishing of QST is a relatively 
minor role when compared to all of the other amateur activities in 
which it engages . All of these activities of the A.R.R. L. are 
reported in their official organ QST . Therefore, QST probably has 
a greater percentage of its content dealing with operations than any 
other amateur publication. 
The tabular results of the entire content analysis is found in 
Table XII . 
TABLE XII 
A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF QST FROM 1921-1961 
WITH A PRESENT COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CQ 
Year Advertising Operational Technical Other Average No . Pages 
1921 '~% 20% 1~% 12% 122 1926 13 34 9 98 
1931 35 27 32 6 98 
1936 40 21 33 6 116 
~I 1941 38 25 28 9 106 1946 45 22 24 9 162 
1951 39 30 26 5 126 
1956 42 27 30 1 169 
1961 41 30 25 4 177 
8'1 1961 36 21 33 10 130 
PART III 
SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS 
History and Development . Part I of this paper described the history 
and development of amateur radio from the time of Hertz and Marconi 
up to the introduction of amateur radio into the age of space 
communication . It was pointed out that amateur radio began when 
isolated individuals began probing the wonders of wireless communication. 
As commer cial and governmental bodies began to jeopardize the privileges 
of the amateurs in the usable spectrum, the amateurs organized into 
bodies which would provide the protection for the amateur's interest o 
in the spectrum . These bodies consisted of small radio clubs, and a 
national organization for the purpose of relaying messages, the 
A.R.R. L. Communication with amateurs in or between these organizations 
was not very difficult at first since the first decade of this cent ury 
saw less than 4,000 amateurs . Letters could easily be mailed to each 
individual amat eur when an important issue developed. As the number of 
licensed amateurs increased, and the organizational structure of 
amateurs became more complex, communicating with the amateur was not 
as simple as i t had once been . To meet this situation, the A.R.R . L. 
began publishing QST magazine as the official informed source of the 
League. Other magazines which were concerned with general electronics 
inserted sections which pertained to amateur radio . As a further 
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attempt to communicate with the amateur, the A.R.R.L. developed a 
field organization which provided for the direct contact of League 
officials and amateurs . It is easily observed, then, that as the 
organizational structure of amateur radio became more complex, the 
communications structure became equally complex so that today the 
amateur is informed by a number of informal and formal communications 
channels. 
Possible Channels of Communication. One important channel used 
by amateurs for their information was believed to be their two-way 
radio conversations with each other . Personal conversations between 
amateurs while at work, at home, or at radio club meetings were 
thought to transmit information. Radio club meetings were thought to 
disseminate information through lectures and demonstnation. The 
A.R.R. L. presently publishes numerous publications which cover the 
range of amateur activity . The A.R.R.L. is not the sole source of 
printed matter for amateurs . CQ and 73 magazines are publications 
devoted entirely to amateur radio . Other magazines which are concerned 
with general electronics, such as Popular Electronics and Electronics 
World, have within them individual sections concerned with amateur 
radio. It was hypothesized that printed matter was the major 
communications channel for amateur information. 
Possible Methods of Investigation. This investigation could have 
been accomplished, with varying degrees of effectiveness, in a number 
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of ways. By studying a small segment of the amateur population, 
a local radio club for example , t he writer could obtain some idea 
of the effectiveness of information channels . This design has an 
advantage of simplicity and economy but also carries with it the 
disadvantage of questionable validity since only a very small segment 
of the population would be examined . It was also not certain that the 
members of a radio club were representative of the total amateur 
population. After all , there are probably those "isolationists " 
who do not believe in belonging t o any organization, or those amateurs 
who have no club organized in their general area . Because of these 
disadvantages, the writer chose to discard the study of radio clubs 
as a research design . 
Another possible research design was to tape amateur conversations 
off the air and examine them for leads to information sources. This 
design had the advantage of economy but also carries the disadvantage 
of questionable validity in that only those amateurs who spend a 
great deal of time conversing on the air would be examined . 'ThQse 
amateurs who are interested mai nly in experimentation or those who 
are on the air infrequently or at odd hours would not be considered 
in this investigation. Another problem would have been in sifting 
through hours of tape for just a few comments on information sources. 
An investigation limited t o A.R.R. L. members was one possible 
design considered by the writer. This design had the advantage of a 
ready- made mailing list of sample units, but had the disadvantage 
of a non-representative sample . A.R .R.L. members would be more 
exposed to QST than many other publications since a subscription 
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to the magazine is included in the membership fee. It was expected 
that A.R.R.L. members would also be more active since their membership 
is probably a reflection of interest. 
Method of Investigation Utilized. The writer chose to conduct 
a mail survey of a representative sample of 2,000 drawn from the entire 
licensed amateur population in the United States . Names and addresses 
of those chosen to participate i n the study were obtained f rom 
The Radio Amateur's Callbook Magazine . A six page questionnaire 
was developed and mailed to the 2,000 sample units , of whi ch 753 
wer e returned. 
Major Results. An analysis of the questionnaires revealed that 
printed matter was the largest source of amateur enlightenment, 
especially that published by the A .R.R.L. QST magazine was found 
to be the most used specific source of information and most of the 
r espondents felt that there was no real need for improvement of 
communications between the amateurs, manufacturers, official amateur 
representatives, and the F.C . C. Generally, it would seem that the 
amateur is able to obtain any informati on he desires most of the 
time with little difficulty . 
Future Prospects. Because of the increasing demands on the 
spectrum by commercial and governmental communication services, one 
0 
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might question the future existence of amateur radio . In the past , 
the amateur has justified his existence by pointirl.g to the fact that 
he increases technological progress through private electronic 
experimentation . But the criti c may point out that this same 
progress is achieved with greater dispatch by industrial, educational, 
and governmental agencies, that there is no longer any need for amateur 
work in this area as it was in the early part of this Century. 
The amateur attempts to justify himself by indicating his emergency 
communications service during times of disaster. The critics may point 
out that there was a need for this service thirty or forty years ago 
when few of the local authorities had communications facilities . 
However, today even the smallest local police department has elaborate 
two-way radio systems, so the amateur is not needed in this area . 
The amateur may point to the traffic and message handling he does 
as a justification, but the critic may state that commercial 
communications systems are much faster and more efficient, hence the 
amateur is of no use here either. 
With these justifications and counterjustifications in mind, the 
author believes that public opinion will be the deciding factor in the 
future of the amateur . Will amateurs be able to present their case 
to the public in an understandable manner? How well will they answer 
their critics? How will they tell what they do, how they do it, and, 
why? These are some of the questions which must be answered. The 
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writer feels that the public has little idea of what amateur radio 
is all about . The amateur's identity has possibly become confused 
with the Citizen's Band operator and other radio services . Admittedly 
it would take another thesis to ascertain the public's knowledge and 
attitude of amateur radio, and still another one to develop an 
information plan for the building of an amateur radio image before the 
public . It is the author's intent to point out the need for further 
research in the realm of the amateur's relationship with the public . 
An organization was formed in 1961 called the Amateur Radio 
Editors Association . This is one of the first realizations that the 
amateur radio is in need of publicity if it is to survive, for the 
A.R .E.A . 's purpose is to 
. . . encourage those who want to, and can, 
write about the bobby of amateur radio . To 
give recognition to the Editor of the amateur 
radio club paper, as an important member of 
the club's staff . To aid those who write an 
amateur radio column for their local newspaper . 
To encourage radio amateurs, through their 
writing about amateur radio, toward better 
public relations between the amateur and the 
general publi c • . . 32 
When the public is informed of t he amateur's activities and 
purposes, when it~realizes who be is and what he does, it will decide 
if be bas a future . The public is his master whom he serves and for 
whom he exists . 
32A.R.E.A., Application for Membership. 
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CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS • 640 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE • BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
SCHOOL o F PUBLIC RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
Dear OMs 
Your name has been se lected randomly from the Radio Amateur 
Callbook Magazine, along with 1,999 others, to participate in a 
study of the Amateur Radio operator. This study is designed to 
investigate how the Amateur gets his infonnation about his hobby. 
The conclusions of this su~1ey will be embodied in a thesis, by 
W4HMK, for an H.S. degree at Boston University. The results of 
the survey will be made available to all Amateur organizations and 
other interested parties. 
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire and an addressed, 
postage-paid return envelope. Please take a few moments to complete 
the questionnaire, making certain that you answer all items. Most 
of the i tams can be ansl-rered very quickly with either a check, 
circle or fill in the blank. Your opinion counts, ~ please feel 
~ to express it fully. The information received will be held 
in the strictest confidence, and your answers will not be identified 
with you personally. 
When you have completed the questionnaire, plea se place it in 
the return envelope and drop it in the mail. Your individual efforts 
are essential in making this study a success. Your cooperation is 
greatly appreciated. 
It is hoped that a greater knowledge of Amateur Radio will be 
gained and consequently greater communication between the members 
of our fraternity will be experienced, which will lead to greater 
benefits and enjoyment of Amateur Radio by us all. 
Again, thank you, and we look forward to hearing from you soon. 
7,, 
;Ck:t??~ 
lbbert R. Smith, W9BVT/l 
Instructor, Oommunioation Arts 
() 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 
(PLEASE; MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU ANSWER BOTH SIDES OF THE PAPER) 
1. Please indicate from what source or sources you receive your infor.mation 
concerning Amateur Radio, inserting the numbers 1, 2, ~' 4, 5, and 6 in the 
blanks in order of your preference. Number 1 should be your first preference. 
a. On the air conversations e. Other publications 
b. Radio club meetings f. Other sources (explain below) 
c. ARRL publications 
d. WlAW bulletins 
2. Please list below the publications you read regularly or often dealing with 
Amateur Radio. 
a. d. 
b. e. 
c. f. 
;. Which of the publications you listed in question 2 do you prefer for the 
following categories? (please circle 2E!, i n each catagory) 
i 
ii 
iii 
iv 
v 
vi 
vii 
viii 
Want adS•••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••a• 
General display advertising • • •••••••••••••••••••••• a. 
Editorial comment by publisher on new gear ••••••••• a. 
Technical construction data •••••••••••••••••••••••• a. 
Informing, concerning activities (contests, etc.) a. 
SSB infor.mation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a. 
DI infor.mation•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a• 
Traffic and net information •••••••••••••••••••••••• a. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. c. d. e. f. 
b. Co d. eo fe 
ix VHF and UHF information •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a. b. c. d. e. f. 
x Latest FCC information •••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• a. b. c. d. e. f. 
xi Other (please specify below) ••••••••••••••••••••••• a. b. c. d. e. f. 
4. Do you know of any of the publications you read that screen advertisers before 
allowing them to buy space? no___ yes___ If ~' please refer to question 
2 and circle the appropriate letter representing the publication. (circle 
as many as are appropriate) 
a. b. c. d. e. f. 
5· Circle the letters which represent the publications listed in question 2 of 
which you save the back issues. (circle as many as are appropriate) 
a. bo Co do e. f. 
6. When you read the publications listed in question 2, is there ~ section 
which you tend to read first? no___ yes___ If ~' please list next to the 
appropriate letter representing the publication which section is read first 
in each publication. 
a. d. 
b. e. 
c. f. 
(PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE) 
7• Again referring back to ques tion 2, please ci rcle the l ett er bel ow which 
represents the publication f rom which you have constructed a piece of 
equipment from the i r description. If you have never const ructed gear 
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in this fashion, please go on to quest ion 9. (circle as many as are appropriate) 
a. b. c. d. e. f. 
8. If you have constructed equipment from publication desc r iptions, please 
indicate the results you had in the construction of the gear below by 
checking the appropriate blank beside t he letter which represents the 
publication. (check as many as are appropriate) 
a. __good _fair ___J>Oor d. __good _fair ___poor 
b. __good _fair _Joor e. __good _fair ___J>Oor 
c. __good _fair ___J>Oor f. ___good _fair ___J>Oor 
9• Have you ever been mi sled by advertising in any Amateur or electronic 
publication? no yes___ If ~' please give as many particulars as 
possible below, indicating name of publication, date, and advertisement. 
10. ~re you a member of the ARRL? yes_ no 
If yes, what is the major reason you are a ;;mbert 
11. 
If ~~ you are not a member, is there a specific reason why nott 
Please estimate the number of hours 
by checking the appropriate blank. 
period, please check accordingly. 
a. Over 150 hours 
b. 100-149 hours 
o. 75-99 hours 
d. 50-7 4 hours 
you operated during the past thirty days 
If you have had no operating time for this 
e. 25-49 hours 
f. 10-24 hours 
___ g. Under 10 hours 
h. No operating time 
12. Have you ever been a Citizen's Band operator? yes___ no ___ 
If ~ were you such before you were a Ham'l yes ___ no_ 
Are you a Citizen's Band operator now'l yes ___ no_ 
1,. Below there are three scales which have five divisions each. Please thi nk 
of the term 1Citizen 1s Band" and place an X in one of the five blanks on 
each scale which comes closest to your attitude of the term. 
QQQQ a_a a_a s_s a_s s_s MQ 
USEFUL a 1 1_1 1_1 a_s a._a USELESS 
INOFFENSIVE s_s a_a a_a s_s s_s OFFENSIVE 
(PLEASE 00 RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE) 
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(PLEASE MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU ANSWER BOTH SIDES OF THE PAPER) 
14. How often do you read the following publications? Please check ~ in 
each column. 
~ Q,ST ll Popular Electronics 
_every month _every month _every month _every month 
_every other month _every other month _every other month _every other month 
_occasionally __ occasionally __ occasionally __ occasionally 
_hardly ever _hardly ever _hardly ever _hardly ever 
_never _never never never 
15. If your answer· to the above question is "hardly ever" or 11 never" to any of 
the four columns, why do you choose not to read them? 
16. When you read a new issue of an Amateur or electronic magazine for the first 
time, do you tend to read :!. t from back to front __ or front to back_? 
17. Which of the following statements would you regard as the most accurate 
from your viewpoint? (please check only one) 
a. I place more confidence in ~magazine advertising than in most similar 
publica tiona. 
b. I place more confidence in Popular Electronics advertieing than in most 
similar publications. 
c. I place more confidence in gsT magazine advertising than in most similar 
publications. 
d. I place more confidence in 12 magazine advertising than in most similar 
publica tiona. 
e. I feel that there is no basic difference in the above mentioned publicat-
ions when it relates to the confidence I place in their advertising. 
18. How do you generally first hear about changes in FCC rules regarding Amateur 
operation? (please check where you first get the information and check only ~) 
a. On the air conversations 
b. Radio club meetings 
c. ll magazine 
d. Q9. magazine 
e. Q.ST magazine 
f. WlAW bulletins 
g. Other ARRL publications (apecify) ____________ _ 
h. Other publications 
(speci~)~-----------------------
1. Other sources (specify) ____________ _ 
19. Have you heard of the satellite Oscar? no_ yes 
If ~ are you or did you participate in any way in the Oscar progrwm1 
no__ yes__ If yes, how did you participate? 
20. If you have heard of Oscar, how did you first hear of it? (please check only~) 
a. On the air conversations 
b. Radio club meetings 
c. 12 magazine 
d. ~magazine 
e. gsT magazine 
f. WlAW bulletins 
___ g. Other ARRL publications 
(specify) 
11 h. Ot~h-e_r_p_u_b:-:-11~. c-a-t~i~o-n_s _______ _ 
(specify)~---------------------­
i. Other sources (specify) ______________________ __ 
(PLEASE CO:NTINUE ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE) 
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21. Have you heard of project Oscar II1 no yes___ If yes, how did you 
first hear of it? (please check only one) 
a. On the air conversations 
b. Radio club meetings 
c. ll magazine 
g. Other ARRL publications 
(specify)·=---~:-:---:-:------­
h. Other publications 
(speci~):-------------------­
i. Other sources 
d. .QSi magazine 
e. QST magazine 
f. WlAW bulletin (specify). __________ _ 
22. Have you heard of project DIFY I1 no_ yes_ If Y..!!J how did you first 
hear of it'l (please check only one) 
a. On the air conversations g. Other ARRL publications 
b. Radio club meetings (specify>~---:-":"':'"--::-:--------
c. 12magazine h. Other publications 
d. QS. magazine (speoify).~-----------
e. SST magazine i. Other sources 
f. \flAW bulletins (specify) ___________ _ 
2,. Have you heard of the FCC 1s proposed Amateur Radio licensing fee'l no_ yes_ 
If yes, how much is it per application? $ Don 1t know ____ 
Where did you first hear of i t'l (please check only £E2.) 
a. On the air conversations g. Other ARRL publications 
b. Radio club meetings (specify):-----:-:-::--:-:--------
- c. ll magazine h. Other publications 
d. QS1 magazine (specify)=--------------
e. SST magazine i. Other sources 
f. WlAW bulletins (specify). ___________ _ 
24. How often do you listen to WlAW'l If you don 1t listen, please check accordingly. 
_regularly 
__ frequently 
__ occasionally 
_almost never 
_never 
25. If you "almost never" or "never" listen to WlAW, why not'l 
26. Please indicate your opinion of the following statements by checking either 
agree, don 1t know, or disagree before each statement. 
Agree Don't 
know 
Disagree 
a. The frequencies that the Amateur now enjoy will 
gradually be taken away by the Goverru:nent for use in 
other services until Amateur Radio is non-existent. 
b. The Amateur will have the lower frequencies taken away 
by the Government while at the same time receiving new 
higher frequencies for his use. 
(PLEASE GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE) 
(PLEASE MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU ANSWER BOTH SIDES OF THE PAPER) 
Agree Don 1t Disagree 
know 
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c. The Amateur will have the higher frequencies taken 
5 
away by the Government while at the same time receiving 
new lower frequencies for his use. 
d. The Amateur will have to meet stricter licensing 
requirements in the near future. 
e. There will be no change in either available frequencies 
or licensing requirements in the near future. 
f. Citizen 1s Band operation should be .discontinued. 
g. The Amateur should aid the Citizen's Band operator in 
becoming interested in Amateur ~dio. 
h. The Amateur will be required to pay a licensing fee 
to the FCC in the near future. 
i. SSB operation will gradually be used to such a degree 
that AM operation will become non-existent. 
j. The Amateur is represented adequately before the FCC. 
k. The Amateur in the United States is represented 
adequately before world-wide international conferences 
dealing with radio communication. 
1. There is an adequate exchange of infonnation between 
Amateurs, manufacturers, official Amateur representatives, 
and the FCC. 
27. If you feel that the exchange of infozmation or the communications flow 
between Amateurs, manufacturers, official Amateur representatives, and the 
FCO is not adequate, please indicate below ho1·1 you feel improvement can be 
made. 
28. What do you think is the largest problem facing the Amateur today in the United 
State at 
29. If there is any area in Amateur Radio that you feel is not covered adequately 
in publications printed in the United States, please list these areas below. 
i iv 
-----------------------------
11 v 
iii ________________________ _ , 
vi ---------------------------
(PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE) 
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,,. Please answer the following questions. They will be used for oo~parative 
purposes only and will be held in the strictest confidence. All information 
of this nature will be destroyed as soon as the study is completed. 
a. Holder of the ---------- Class license, first issued in 19 ____ • 
6 
b. Do you hold any other FCC license"l no_ yes_ (speci:f'y) __________ __ 
c. Single___ Married_ 
d. In what range 
_Under 15 
___ 15-25 
_26-40 
does your age fall"l 
_41-55 
__56-70 
_Over 70 
e. Sexa M_ F_ 
f. Student_ Employed_ Retired_ Other (specify) -----------
g. Please check the blank beside the range in which your annual income falls. 
___ Over $15,000 _$2,500-$4,999 
---~10,000-$14,999 ___ Under $2,500 
___ $5,000-$9,999 
h. What was the last grade you completed in high school or college"l 
____ 8 years or less completed 
____ Some high school completed 
__ High school graduate 
____ College graduate 
_More than four years of college 
Other education& (trade or professional school, etc.) --------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION IN THIS STUDY. WE WILL APPRECIATE 
IT IF YOU WOULD GLANCE OVER THE QUESTIONNAIRE ONCE AGAIN TO BE SURE YOU 
DIDN 1T MISS ANY ITEMS. 
, 
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APPENDIX C 
PROFILE OF SURVEY RESULTS 
l. The source from which respondents receive most of their information: 
First choice . . . 
57% A.R .R. L. publications 
15% On the air conversations 
9% Other publications 
9% Other sources 
5% Radio club meetings 
2% WlAW bulletins 
(3% No response) 
Second choice . . . 
29% Other publications 
23% On the air conversations 
17% A.R .R.L. publications 
13% Radio club meetings 
8% Other sources 
4% WlAW bulletins 
(6% No response) 
Third choice . . . 
24% On the air conversations 
20% Other publications 
15% Radio club meetings 
10% Other sources 
9% A.R.R. L. publications 6% WlAW bulletins 
(16% No response) 
2 . Do you know of any of the publications that you read that screen 
advertisers before allowing them to buy space? 
60% no 
35% yes ( 5% no response) 
Of the 35% who knew of such screening, 79% indicated QST as a 
publication that provided such a service . Over 50% of these also 
mentioned other publications in addition to QST, that they thought 
provided this service. 
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3 . Percentage of respondents who save back issues of various publi-
cations: 
88% QST 
79% POPular Electronics 
76% CQ 
59% 73 
4 . Percentage of those who had constructed gear from a publication 
description : 
70% had 
30% had not 
5 . Percentage of those misled by advertising in any amateur or 
electronic publication : 
86% had not 
ll% had 
(3% no response ) 
6. Percentage of those who are members of the A.R .R. L. : 
57% were 
4'C{o were not 
(1% no response ) 
7 . Reasons for being a member of the League : 
58% wanted to support a national amateur organization 
33% wanted to get QST 
(9% no response) -
8 . Reasons for not being a member of the A.R.R.L .: 
21% procrastination 
21% other varied reasons 
14% amateur was inactive 
5% A.R.R. L. does not represent the amateur adequately 
5% membership not worth the dues 
2% did not want QST 
( 32% no response) -
9 . Number of hours operated by the amateur during a thirty day period: 
2!'/o Over 150 hours 
2!'/o 100-149 hours 
2!'/o 75-99 hours 
6% 50-74 hours 
13% 25 -49 hours 
20% 10- 24 hours 
27% Under 10 hours 
27% No operating time 
10 . Percentage of those who had ever been a CB operator : 
88% had not 
ll% had 
Percentage of those who were CB before they were amateurs: 
15% had not 
3% had 
( 8'C'/o no response) 
Percentage of those who were CB operators now: 
64% were not 
8% were 
(:2.8% no response) 
11. Semantic differential scale concerning the term "citizen' s band . " 
GOOD 17% 15% 28r{o 15% 17'fo BAD 
USEFUL 29'fo 20'{o 2lr{o 12!'/o lO'{o USELESS 
INOFFENSIVE l8r{o l2r{o 24% 18% 17% OFFENSIVE 
12. Frequency with which the respondents read various publications: 
CQ QST 73 PoEular Electronics 
38% 69% 12!'/o 19% every month 
6% 4% 2!'/o 5% every other month 
36% 20% 17% 33% occasionally 
12!'/o 5% 13% 19% hardly ever 
4% 1% 43% 17% never 
0 
13 . Method with which respondent reads publications : 
68% front to back 
26% back to front 
2% other ( 4% no response) 
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14. Publication in which respondents place most confidence in adverti -
sing: 
49% QST 
43% no difference 
2% CQ 
1% Popular Electronics 
1% 73 ( 4% no response) 
15 . Sources from which respondents first hear of changes in F . C. C. 
rules and regulations : 
50% QST 
15% on-the air conversations 
7% other sources 
7% radio club meetings 
5% CQ magazine 
4% WlA\-1 bulletins 
4% other publications 
2% other A.R.R. L. publications 
- 1% 73 
(5% no response ) 
16 . Percentage of those who had heard of the satellite Oscar : 
85% had 
14% had not 
(1% no response ) 
17 . Percentage of those who had participated in the Oscar program: 
95% had not 
5% had 
0 
18. Sources from which respondents first beard of Oscar: 
47% QPT 
12% other sources 
13% .QQ. 
10% on the air conversations 
7% radio club meetings 
5% Other publications 
2% WlAW bulletins 
l% other A.R.R.L. publications 
-1% 73 
19. Percentage of those who had heard of project Oscar II: 
53% had not 
46% had 
( 1% no response ) 
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20. Sources from which respondents first heard of project Oscar II: 
54% QPT 
13% CQ 
9% on the air conversations 
7% radio club meetings 
7% other sources 
4% WlAW bulletins 
4% other publications 
-1% 73 
-1% other A.R.R.L. Publications 
21. Percentage of those respondents who answered t he sleeper question 
in the affirmative: 
97% had never heard of DIFY I: 
2% bad heard of DIFY I: 
( 1% no response ) 
22. Percentage of those who had beard of the proposed amateur licensing 
fee: 
76% had 
24% had not 
Did the respondent know the exact amount of the fee? 
60% knew the exact amount 
7% gave the wrong figure 
33% indicated that they did not know 
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23 . Sources from which respondents first heard of the licensing fee : 
43% QST 
17% On the air conversations 
12% Other sources 
9% Radio club meetin s 
7% Other publi cations 
4% CQ 
3% WlAW bulletins 
2% Other A.R.R. L. publications 
- lr{o 73 
24 . Frequency with which respondents listen to WlAW: 
'C'/o regularly 
7% frequently 
33% occasionally 
30% almost never 
28% never 
Reasons for "almost never" or "never" listening to WlAW: 
44% would rather spend their available time operating 
26% did not listen because of poor reception 
28% simply were not interested ( 2% no response) 
25 . Opinions on various statements : 
agree don ' t 
agree 
13% 
disagree 
a . The frequencies the amateur now 
enjoys will gradually be taken 
away by the government for use in 
other services until amateur radio 
is non- existent . 
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don't 
agree agree disagree 
16% 33% 50% b . The amateur will have the lower 
frequencies taken away by the 
government while at the same time 
receiving new higher frequencies 
for his use . 
3'/o 26'/o 70% c. The amateur will have the higher 
frequencies taken away by the 
government while at the same time 
receiving new lower frequencies for 
his use . 
48% 26'/o 25% d. The amateur will have to meet 
stricter licensing requirements in 
the near future . 
25% 3'Cfo 42% e . There will be no change in either 
available frequencies or li censing 
requirements in the near future. 
2Z{o 20'/o 56% f . Citizen's band operation should be 
discontinued . 
63% l'C{o 22% g . The amateur should aid the Citizen's 
band operator in becoming interest-
ed in amateur radio . 
33% 4Z{o 25'/o h . The amateur will be required to pay 
a licensing fee to the F. C.C . in 
the near future . 
29% 13'/o 58'/o i. SSB operation will gradually be 
used to such a degree that AM 
operation will become non- existent . 
57% 22'/o 21'/o j. The amateur is represented adequate 
ly before the F.C .C. 
48% 34% 17% k. The amateur in the United States is 
represented adequately before 
world-wide international conferen-
ces dealing with radio communi -
cation . 
42'/o 37'/o 21% l. There is an adequate exchange of 
information between amateurs, 
manufacturers, official amateur 
representatives, and the F .C.C. 
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26 . Methods suggested for improving the exchange of information or 
communication flow : 
72% that the F. C.C. should communicate via bulletins and 
memos with every amateur regarding changes in rules and 
regulations . 
13% that there is a need for an amateur organization other than 
the A.R.R. L. since the League has a virtual monopoly on 
amateur communication. 
10% that more publicity to the public stressing the value of 
amateur radio to the public would be of great value . 
5% other . 
27 . Largest problem that faces amateur radio today: 
33% congested bands 
14% possible loss of frequencies to other services 
lOr{o public relations (TVI and other problems with neighbors) 
7% need for greater technical ability 
5% lack of courtesy on the air 
4% lack of adequate licensing requirements 
4~ CB operation 
15% other 
28 . Those areas of amateur activity that the respondents thou ht needed 
greater coverage in amateur publications : 
26% electronics theory 
20% home construction 
16~ radio teletype 
16% u . h . f. operation 
llr{o antenna design and measurements 
lOr{o Military Amateur Radio Service 
29 . Holders of F . C.C. licenses other than amateur: 
62% do not hold another license 
36% do hold another license ( 2% no response ) 
30. Marital status: 
69% married 
31% single 
n 
31. Age ran es: 
1% Under 15 
27% 15- 25 
30% 26-40 
32 . Sex : 
97% male 
3% female 
33 . Employment status: 
19% student 
69% employed 
2% retired 
5% other 
33% 41- 55 
9% 56-70 
- 1% Over 70 
5% both student and employed 
34 . Annual income range : 
7% Over $15,000 
18% $10 , 000-$14,999 
43% $5,000-$9 , 999 
9% $2,500- $4,999 
20% Under $2,500* 
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*Because there were 19% students in 
the sample 
35. Educational level : 
3% eight years or less completed 
15% some high school completed 
50% high school graduates 
16% college graduates 
15% more than four years of college ·completed 
APPENDIX D 
CROSS TABULATIONS AND CORRELATIONS 
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APPENDIX D 
Cross Tabulations and Correlations 
1 . The first item which was cross tabulated was a comparison between 
the respondent being a member or non-member of the A.R.R.L . and the 
sources from which he received his information. 
First choice for information : 
For members of the League . . . 
74% A.R.R. L. publications 
10% on the air conversations 
6% other 
4% radio club meetings 
3% other publications 
( ';!fa no response ) 
lojo WlAW 
For non- members ... 
35% A.R.R. L. publications 
23% on the air conversations 
16% other publications 
12% other 7% radio club meetings ( 6% no response ) 
';!fa WlAW 
Second choice for information : 
For members of the League ... 
30% other publications 
25% on the air conversations 
16% A.R.R. L. publications 
13% radio club meetings 
6% other 
5'fo WlAW ( 4% no response) 
() 
For non- members ••. 
27% other publications 
21% on the air conversations 
18% A. R.R. L. publicat ions 
ll'{o other 
11% radio club meet ings 
( 10% no response ) 
2'{o WlAW 
Third choice for information : 
For members of the League ... 
28% on the air conversations 
22% other publications 
16'{o radio club meetings 
( ll'{o no response) 
lO'{o other 
7% WlAW 
5% A.R.R.L. publications 
For non- members .. . 
( 23% no response) 
20% on the air conversations 
16% other publicati ons 
13% radio club meetings 
13% A.R.R. L. publications 
10% other 
5% WlAW 
2. The next cross tabulation was between A.R.R.L. membership and the 
activity or the number of hours the amateur put in during the past 
thirty days . 
For members of the League ... 
28% said that they operated less than 10 hours during the 
past month . 
24% claimed that they were on the air from 10 to 24 hours 
during this period. 
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18% said that they logged between 25 and 49 hours . 
17% indicated that they had no operating time for this period . 
7% said they were on the air between 50 and 74 hours . 
3% between 75 and 99 hours. 
1% on the air from 100 to 149 hours. 
1% on the air over 150 hours . 
For those who were not members of the League ... 
4o% claimed that they had no operating time during the past 
thirty days . 
26% indicated less than 10 hours . 
15% indicated between 10 and 24 hours of logged time . 
7% between 25 and 49 hours . 
4% between 50 and 74 hours . 
3% between 100 and 149 hours . 
3% over 150 hours . 
1% between 75 and 99 hours . 
(1% no response . ) 
3. This cross tabulation is a measurement of the correlation between 
League membership and the specific publications which are read . 
CQ Magazine . . . 
46% of the League members read CQ magazine every month . 
32% of the League members read CQ magazine occasionally. 
10% of the League members read CQ magazine hardly ever . 
5% of the League members read CQ every other month . 
'C{o of the League members read £g not at all . 
(4% no response) . 
41% of non- League members read f9 only occasionally . 
27% of non- League members read~ every month. 
14% of non- League members read Qg hardly ever . 
6% of non- League members read CQ not at all . 
8% of non- League members read CQ every other month . 
(3% no response ) . 
QST Magazine .. 
98% of the League members read QST every month . 
2% (8 respondents) read it occasionally. 
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45% o:f non- League members read QST occasionally . 
31% o:f non-League members read QST every month. 
11% o:f non-League members read QST hardly ever . 
9% o:f non-League members read QST every other month . 
2!{o o:f non-League members do not read QST at all . 
(1% no response). 
Magazine 
36% o:f the members do not read 73 at all . 
18% o:f the members read it occasionally . 
15% hardly ever read it . 
15% did not respond to the question . 
13% read it every month . 
3% read it every other month . 
52% o:f non- League members do not read 73 at all . 
16% o:f non-League members read it occasionally . 
11% hardly ever read it . 
10% read it every month . 
2% read it every other month. 
(9% no response) . 
Popular Electronics . . 
33% o:f the League members read it occasionally . 
20% hardly ever read it . 
19% never read it . 
14% read it every month . 
10% no response . 
3% read it every other month . 
33% o:f the non- members read it occasionally . (Note the 
correlation between this and the one above . ) 
25% o:f the non-member s read it every month. 
18% read it hardly ever . 
14% never read it . 
6% read it every other month . 
(4% no response) . 
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4. This cross tabulation measures the correlation between the class 
o:f license held and the specific publications read. 
CQ Magazine 
Novice:* 
Technician: 
Conditional: 
General: 
Extra:* 
Advanced: 
60% read CQ occasionally 
20% hardly-ever read it 
10% read it every month 
5~ read it every other month 
5% do not read it at all 
38% read it every month 
34% read it occasionally 
9% hardly ever read it 
9% never read it 
7% read it every other month 
(4% no response) 
40% read it every month 
32% read it occasionally 
16~ hardly ever read it 
8% read it every other month 
l% do not read it at all 
(3~ no response) 
39% read it every month 
37% read it occasionally 
ll% hardly ever read it 
7% read it every other month 
(4% no response) 
2% never read it 
43% read it every month 
43% read it occasionally 
4% read it every other month 
4% do not read it at all 
(4% no response) 
41% read it every month 
33% read it occasionally 
14% hardly ever read it 
5% never read it 
5% read it every other month 
(4% no response) 
*Not much validity can be established in the Novice, Extra, A, 
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and B License Class categories since the response from these categories 
was small . In some cases, the difference of one respondent can cause 
a percentage difference of as much as ten. 
Class A:* 
Class B:* 
QST Magazine . 
Novice: 
Technician: 
Conditional: 
General: 
Extra:* 
Advanced: 
*Idem. 
46% read CQ every month 
32% read it occasionally 
14% hardly ever read it 
4% never read it 
(4% no response) 
50% read it occasionally 
40% read it every month 
10% never read it 
70% read QST every month 
20% read it occasionally 
10% read it every other month 
62% read it every month 
20% read it occasional~~ 
8% hardly ever read it 
6% read it every other month 
2% never read it 
(1% no response) 
59% read it every month 
29% read it occasionally 
10% read it every other month 
3% hardly ever read it 
70% read it every month 
22% read it occasionally 
5% hardly ever read it 
2% read it every other month 
1% never read it 
(1% no response) 
99% read QST every month 
77% read it every month 
15% read it occasionally 
4% hardly ever read it 
3% read it every other month 
2% never read it 
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Class A: 
Class B: 
73 Magazine . 
Novice: 
Technician: 
Conditional: 
General: 
Extra : 
Advanced : 
() 
79% read it every month 
21% read it occasionally 
50% read it every month 
20% read it occasionally 
20% hardly ever read it 
10% read it every other month 
60% never read it 
20% read it occasionally 
10% hardly ever read it 
5% read it every month 
5% read it every other month 
38% never read it 
21% read it occasi.onally 
16% read it every month 
14% hardly ever read it 
(10% no response) 
2% read it every other month 
51% never read it 
15% read it every month 
11% read it occasionally 
8% hardly ever read it 
4% read it every other month 
(lL% no response) 
43% never read it 
19% read it occasionally 
13% hardly ever read it 
(13% no response) 
11% read it every month 
2% read it every other month 
39% never read it 
(22% no response) 
22% hardly ever read it 
9% read it every month 
4% read it every other month 
4% read it occasionally 
42% never read it 
19% read it occasionally 
14% hardly ever read it 
13% read it every month 
(11% no respmnse) 
1% read it every other month 
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Class A: 
Class B: 
Popular Electronics: 
Novice: 
Technician: 
Conditional: 
General: 
Extra: 
43% never read it 
(29% no response) 
11% hardly ever read it 
7% read it every month 
7% read it occasionally 
4% read it every other month 
40% do not read it at all 
(30% no response) 
10% read it every month 
10% read it occasionally 
10% hardly ever read it 
55% read it every month 
30% read it occasionally 
5% read it ever~ other month 
5% hardly ever read it 
5% never read it 
36% read it occasionally 
26% read it every month 
18% hardly ever read it 
13% never read it 
4% read it every other month 
(4% no response) 
41~ read it occasionally 
25% read it every month 
±9% never read it 
8% read it every other month 
8% hardly ever read it 
(8% no response) 
34% read it occasionally 
21% hardly ever read it 
18% read it every month 
14% never read it (7% no response) 
5% every other month 
39% hardly ever read it 
17% read it occasionally 
17% never read it 
(17% no response) 
4% read it every month 
4% read it every other month 
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Advanced : 
Class A: 
Class B: 
33% never read it 
29% read it occasionally 
21% hardly ever read it 
9% read it every month (7% no response) 
1% read it every other month 
32% never read it 
29% read it occasionally 
(18% no response) 
14% hardly ever read it 
7% read it every month 
3o% hardly ever read it 
20% read it occasionally 
20% never read it 
(20% no response) 
10% read it every month 
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5. This cross reference is designed to measure the correlation between 
the educational level of the individual and the information sources 
be used . 
As first choice for information 
Eight years or less:* 
Some high school completed: 
76% indicated A.R.R.L . 
publications 
14% chose other publications 
10% listed on the air radio 
conversations 
55% A.R.R.L . Publications 
17% on the air conversatiops 
10% other publications 
7% radio club meetings 
6% othe6 sources 
3% WlAW Bulletins (2% no response) 
*In the category of Eight years or less, only 21 respondents 
admitted that they fell into this category . In this case, a difference 
of one respondent causes a percentage difference of five . Therefore, 
the Eight years or less category is not regarded as ver~ reliable. 
High school graduate: 
College Graduate : 
More than four years 
of college :n 
54% A.R.R. L. Publications 
17% on the air conversations 
ll'{o other sources 
8% other publications 
5% radio club meetings 
(3% no response) 
'C{o WlAW 
63% A.R .R. L. Publications 
9% on the air conversations 
9% other publications 
6% other sources (6% no response) 
5% radio club meetings 
'C{o WlAW 
59% A.R.R.L. Publications 
14% on the air conversations 
9% other sources 
8% other publications (5% no response) 
4% radio club meetings 
1% WlAW 
As second choice for information . . 
Eight years or less : 
Some high school : 
High School graduate : 
33% other publications 
29% on the air conversations 
19% other sources 
lO'{o A.R.R.L. Publications 
5% radio club meetings 
5'fo WlAW 
25% on the air conversat~ons 
23% other publications 
20% A.R.R.L. Publications 
13% radio club meetings 
8'{o WlAW 
6% other sources 
(6% no response) 
26% other publications 
23% on the air conversations 
18% A.R.R.L. Publications 
14% radio club meetings 
8% other sources 
(6% no response) 
5% WlAW 
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College graduate : 
More than four years 
of college : 
As third choice for information 
Eight years or less : 
Some high school: 
High school graduate: 
College graduate : 
36% other publications 
23% on the air conversations 
14% A.R.R . L. Publications 
11% radio club meetings 
7% other sources ($% no response) 
1% WlAW 
36% other publications 
21% on the air conversations 
18% A.R .R. L. Publications 
9% other sources 
(8% no response) 
1% WlAW 
29% on the air conversations 
29% radio club meetings 
19% other publications 
(10% no response) 
5% A.R .R. L. Publications 
5% WlAW 
5% other sources 
23% on the air conversations 
18% other publications 
16% radio club meetings 
(14% no response) 
13% other sources 
8% A.R.R.L. Publications 
8% WlAW 
24% on the air conversations 
20% other publications 
15% radio club meetings (15% no response) 
10% A.R.R.L . Publivations 
9% other sources 
6%WlAW 
25% on the air conversations 
19% other publications 
(19% no response) 
14% radio club meetings 
11% other sources 
6% A.R.R.L. Publications 
6% WlAW 
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More than four years 
of college: 
24% on the air conversations 
21% other publications 
(21% no response) 
10% radio club meetings 
10% other sources 
7% WlAW 
6% A.R.R.L. Publications 
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6. This cross reference is an attempt to measure the correlation 
between the educational level of the respondent and the specific 
publications he reads. 
CQ Magazine . . 
Eight years or less:* 
Some high school: 
High school graduate: 
College graduate: 
More than four years 
of college: 
*Idem. 
43% read it every month 
29% read it occasionally 
19% hardly ever r ead it 
(10% no response) 
41% read it occasionally 
37% read it every month 
10~ hardly ever read it 
5% read it every other month 
(5% no response) 
2% never read it 
37% read it every month 
35% read it occasionally 
13% hardly ever read it 
8~ read it every other month (4% no response) 
3% never read it 
50% read it every month 
31% read it occasionally 
9% hardly ever read it 
6% read it every other month 
3% never read it 
38% read it occasionally 
31% read it every month 
11% hardly ever read it 
10% never read it (6% no response) 
4% read it every other month 
QST Magazine: .. 
Eight years or less : 
Some high school: 
High school graduate: 
College graduate: 
More than four years 
of college : 
73 Magazine 
Eight years or less : 
Some high school : 
71% read it every month 
14% read it occasionally 
10% read it every other month 
5% hardly ever read it 
73% read it every month 
20% read it occasionally 
4% hardly ever read it 
2% read it every other month 
(1% no response) 
67% read it every month 
21% read it occasionally 
5% read it every other month 
5% hardly ever read it 
1% never read it 
(1% no response) 
73% read it every month 
18% read it occasionally 
4% hardly ever read it 
3% read it every other month 
2% never read it 
67% read it every month 
22% read it occasionally 
5% hardly ever read it 
4% read it every other month 
2% never read it 
48% never read it 
(33% no response) 
10% read it every month 
5% read it every other month 
5% hardly ever read it 
42% never read it 
16% hardly ever read it 
15% read it occasionally (13% no response) 
9% read it every month 
5% read it every other month 
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High school graduate: 
College graduate: 
More than four years 
of college: 
Popular Electronics . . . 
Eight years or less: 
Some high school: 
High school graduate: 
40% never read it 
19% read it occasionally 
14% hardly ever read it 
(13% no response) 
12% read it every month 
2% read it every other month 
40% never read it 
19% read it occasionally 
17% read it every month 
13% hardly ever read it 
(9% no response) 
2% read it every other month 
56% never read it 
11% read it every month 
11% read it occasionally 
(11% no response) 
9% hardly ever read it 
1% read it every other month 
43% read it occasionally 
19% hardly ever read it 
(19% no response) 
14% read it every month 
5% never read it 
34% read it every month 
33% read it occasionally 
12% never read it 
9% hardly ever read it 
7% read it every other month 
(5% no response) 
33% read it occasionally 
22% hardly ever read it 
19% read it every month 
13% never read it 
(7% no response) 
5% read it every other month 
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0 
College graduate : 
More than four years 
of college : 
38% read it occasionally 
23% hardly ever read it 
20% never read it 
9% read it every month 
(7% no response) 
3% read it every other month 
36% never read it 
25% read it occasionally 
17% hardly ever read it 
10% read it every month 
(9% no response) 
3% read it every other month 
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